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Would you favour Thornhill-Terrace union? 
ByANDREW PETTER the amalgamation of quite a bit." Terrace, they're not in too Gaff Holland of Thornhill organize and grow at its (amalgamate) a~l maybe Glen contended that 
and  Thornhill into the City of But Helen Crowder of good shape. I think we'd felt that amalgamation own pace," said Terrace it would bring our taxes Thornhill has "pretty well 
Terrace would be a good Thornhill disagreed. "l',,m like to stay where we are wouldhelp"to clean up the resident, Harry Smith, down," said lsabell everything ...that they.~ 
idea. The results may not against it," she said. I andkeep our taxes down." mess" m her neigh- speaking out against Dursnd of Terrace. have... Tim blacktop is as !.".:i 
constitute a scientific poll, live out in Thornhill and I Gerald Coderre of beurhood. "There are old amalgamation. Smith But Thornkill resident good ks what they, have ~i~ 
but they are interesting, don't want to' ,be Terrace believed that cars in po~ple,s hack yards believed that Thornhill Jim Glen, was against over there and they can aig ~: 
• "I think it's a good ar~algamated. We have a amalgamation would be a and stuff l ike that," she residents should fill in amalgamation for just the it up here just as good as~.i~ 
idea,", said Hans Hamhuis very good fire departm.ent mixed/, blessing fo r  the said. " I  think people would their needs "as they can oppoate reason. "I think they can over in town." ~! 
amalgamation of the two of Terrace. "That way nndI  know because mey people of Thornhill. "It will benefit by it. Sure the afford to" and should we should go  by our-" Monty Colborhe. of 
:communities, so the "Terrace itself will be a saved our house at one help them for me ~r~mes taxes are going to go up, govern themselves." selves," Glen said. Thornhill was not con- 
Herald decided to conduct bigger town and Thornhill time. We've got a good butit'snotgoodforthem to but you have to pay for The question of taxes "They've got themselves cerned about tax in- 
i its own 'mini surveyS, will be maintained under street, at least in front of come into the cityto have -services." was on many" people's into the biggest ax burden creases. "I just think it 
We asked people on the Terrace jurisdiction. It our place, and from the (topay) more taxes." he "I feel that Thornhill minds, in Canada, so really why would be a good idea for 
street if they thought hat Would up~ade Thornhill streets I've seen • in saia. shotddbegivena chance to "I think they should should we help them.?" them all to get together." 
Amalgamati onvo,uMe ,, NO.a DOUGLAS 
t st dy • .STEREOS " awal  s u "her LTDo By ANDREW PETTER ' Herald Staff Writer 
with the Kifimat-Stikine Regional District about t.ha RADIO g TV  632- 721 ~he City of Terrace has had "ongoing discussions" 
, . ,  possibility of amalgamating Thornhi~ into the 
Lowe r City Ce ntre Ma [[ Serving Terrace, Kitimat,, the Hazeltons, Stewart ,and the Na'ss" 369 CiIYKITIMATCentre Wednesday.mUnicipalitY' act ng, mayor.. Jack Taktrae wouldrevealedstlffer a' 
632.2024 THU'RSDAY, MAY 12, 1977 TERRACE, B.C.. ';DEAL WITH THE FRIENDLY FOLK" "The general feeling ls that Terrac . . real economic loss (if amalgamation were to go 
..... ahead)," Talstra told the Herald. "But the studies 
haven't been finalized, a lot of work has to he done. 
• n lk  fo hom T ~ L I This is what we are getting together with the Regional • But Leg Watmough, Thornhill representative on ax  e r eow ners  - - ° ' -  Regional Board, said that he is afraid that with 
a m • ~ = ~ amalgamation, Thornhill would be the loser. . 
lu l l  01  n r l  ,Ip~, r l l  o l  r l  g ~  " "I am afraid that our taxes will go up .without 
I I i I 1~ l l l l ~  S 1 I I I I  l 1 I1~ !~ (getting) the services," he said. 
I_ l • I el. ~i The amalgamation issue dates back to.the Mid- oua,, v JrlllR" g . [ 19@'8, butR has once ugaln come to the fore beca'use 
• ..~ ~/ :  ,~,w ..~....==~=.,:~.=~..,_~....~w. • ........ ,'-~'"~'~:~ ~-  -Wate~ and Sewer-stizl sonnto be undertaken by ~ 
real -ro,~rh, and sm~ial !~ the Regional Dislrlet. . 
assessVmenV"ts'{otal $2,13~,"'008.. ~i . Watmough says that although the study will look 
Grants in lieu of taxes from !i into the possibility of hooking UP with Terrace's water 
federal and provincial ,!i system, other alternatives Will also he examined.' 
~overnments total $74,900 Both Talstra and Watrnough felt that amalgamation 
,t~des of services, such as would probably not take place in the near future 
recreation, total $476,300 despite the lack of sewer and water services in 
Other revenue from own Thornhill. " • 
By BRIAN GREGG 
Herald Staff Writer 
Ter race  munic ipa l  
budget, set at a seven 
percent increase over last 
year, will be decided upon 
Friday. Total 1977 mill rate 
including schools and 
hospital i s  about 109.120 
compared to las t  year's 
figure of 105.910. 
Owner of a home with a 
market value of $20,000 can 
expect a 6.6 percent in- 
crease over his last years 
taxes. The owner of a home 
with a market value of 
$40,000 can expect a 5.3 
percent increase over last 
year's taxes. 
A lderman He lmut  
Giesbrecht, a secondary 
school • math teacher and 
chairman of the finance 
committee, said during the 
Tuesday meeting that his 
committee decided a 
reduction in services was 
not desirable and there was 
not enough surplus to use 
up. "Our only alternative 
was to raise the mill 
rate .... This is a main- 
tenance budget with a small 
shot of Geritol," he said. 
Revenue to the 
municipality will come from 
the following: Taxes from 
It's playoff time and this group of shimy superstars are playing all out. They are (from left to right) Luke 
Gauthier, Farron Holland, goal tender Shane Leibel, and rushing forward Norman Larson. The four were,. 
honing their skills fgr the "next visit by NHL scouts, anxious toeheck out the 1984 crop of potential ail-~tars. 
! 
UNIVERSAL UIC 
sources, such as fines, "Sometime down the line there will be 
rentals, li~ences and per- amalgamation ... but it won't be in the near future," 
mits total $251,000. Watmough said "The advantages are not enough to 
Provincial government outweigh the disadvantages." ' 
unconditional transfers total ~:.:....~.~.:.~.~..~:.~.:~:.~..:.:.~.~.:.:.:.:~.~:.:.:.::~::.~.~.~:.:~:~:;:;:.:::.:;:~:~:.:.:.:.:.:.~.:....:.~.:.:.~.:.~.:.:.:~:.:..~.:.:.:.:...:.~.:.~ 
~13,200. Regional district TWO MILES PLUS • 
and provincial government 
conditional transfers total 
.3,008. Levies f or other Supertanker stop 
governments including maio hassle school board total $2,141,500. 
Council plans to spend_ not  r 
$473,600 on general 
government services in- VANCOUVER (CP) --  ship Princess Patricia, 
cludiug $5,000 for the the The distance it ' takes a which left here Tuesday 
50th Anniversary and $7,500 supertanker to stop is night for a five-day round 
irrelevant, says Jack trip to .,Ketchikan, Alaska, 
Cressey, project manager 'Cressey s company.~con. 
for Kitimat Pipeline Ltd. tributed a controvers ia l  
on elections. 
It will spend $825,600 on 
protective services in- 
cluding police, $464,200; Although supertankers $25,000 sum to the $90,080 
twe, $255,300; emergency need at least two miles to cost of the crv~.se. 
measures, $30,200 and other come to a halt, and the TI~ North Central B.C., 
services, $ ' /5 ,900 .  narrowostpart of Douglas Municipal Associat ion 
Channel, the route to the convention is being held 
It will spend ~50,900 in proposed Kitimat oil "piP~t- aboard the ship. transportatmn services with 
the lat;gest amount of line port,' is 4,800 fee, '1 ~.e shin wall ply Douglas 
$463,600 going towards Creesey said this would not ChanneL" which C~essey 
street maintenance, create a hazard. ' hopes will show the 
delegates that "the writer is Environmental health '"lhe stop factor, is not 
services will total $183,400; relevant," he said. "The big not narrow and tort0ous," 
public health and welfare factor is the width and depth : But Ralph Hall of the 
of the channel ... and this services will total $183,100 Cowi.,'~an League 'of 
14 cents  A GALLON and env i ronmenta l  channel has no undue .',co...,~zcal Awareness  
development services will navigational hazards. Iteso~;rce Workers At- 
G p d p o y  p As one of about 250 tem~;:ng to Terminem UNDER ATTACK a$ u . an  U council plans to spend passengers aboard the Env.",.Imental,Rape, saps $64,800 in recreation ad- Canadian Pacific cruise thv '~;. :' will b o distorted. 
ministration; $184,100 on the v ..'~" th'-#, it's tot q~!y 
Inpreuous years, a delay But • Glllespm told . . . .  ~,,.,. e~ ,,,, ~o ,ao ,oh~, ,  d , :~ ,  : ; ,~ Pr: position leader Joe C lark  . . . . - OTTAWA (CP,) --.Con- " " • . arena; $48,500 on'the con- 
says that making unem- --A restructuring oz ,~ . . . . . .  , v . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v VICTORIA (CP) - -Op-  p, ,  ' , '  . . . .  . • . sumers face a strong of 60 days hds been imposed reporters following the one- a~, oi . . . . .  ,. ¢~A ~nn ~,, 
federalprovmclal ~ms~ih|lltv,' nr ~ n,.io,, i,~ before the higher crude oil 'day energy ministers con- ~: ' . .~. '~:v"~'~nV"~" th": position Leader Dave : .i,: the ship i~ ~./~:y p loyment  insurance  • • ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ -- - ~ . . . . . . .  - arrangements o ehmmate available to everyone . . . . . . .  creaseof 14 cents a gallon for prices were passed on to terence that the "agreement ~, ,~h. . .~ ,=~. - .  ~ ~ Barrett has again ~:: ,.,,.,~!e, an~i that ~ :: 
regardless of individual sup, cam ann overtopping a,~,,,,o ~,a ~ a ,.,,,,~ ,,,. consumers, allowing time to isnot sewed up" and further '~..~-~7"~.:.,",.~'.~,'s~'-an d demanded an immediate az," '~; ~,,~t :-on-o'.'are to. 
programs "which add much "--:  .... .-'." . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • • . . . .  ov~,~, v-,,~ . . . . .  circumstances has proven . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~eatmg oil m the next two recall of the Br~ish ~.z'JP:':r  ,.:-,r ~ " , use up cnstmg oil company talks will be held with the ¢~ .,4tna n ' tha  ~wimmin~t 
t duall ' o costly and ineffective and a to cost ann nine m nunnc . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-~,, -- ~ ~ . . . .  "- "^ Th:~ • o' "~ ~-nclude years, ~nergy ~Wmlster stocks of Iowercos oil. provinces indivi y. pool ~ "~': . . . . . . . . . .  Columbia legislature to ~ieal 
. . • . . . . .  Alastmr Gfllespm sa~d with the growing unem- S | .  ,. , , Ih'ogressive Conservative ~-w~ ,~ w .,u., • • • • 
govcrnment would seriously g~wng me prownces Wea,offiao~ plsymentsituation, e , |~:~i~ ~t  
review thepolicy, responsibility for industrial Jo[[iff #ic  Barrett, commenting 
development "to end the tho"~,,":,'~'~'~',~'~,~':'t':~,:a,~';':'~ ~ serves no e Wednesday at a news ~.!ght ..'a,*.",,i~ crooks Clark saidin a speech to a . . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " conmcung ann otten • • . conference on statistics have-~r ~b~d a si~th,~ri~g 
par ty  economic policy .. . provmclalclosedmeetmg o f  ag '? i bomttle conference i  Toront  that compeung maze ot govern- including the producers released Tuesday which booty. 
. . . . . . . . . .  , Alberta and Saskatchewan, theprinciple of universality ment programs we now $ ~ W  e x show an increased unem- A t~,:'ee-toot boa c~n- 
in a number of government nave m tna~ nets . agreed to a price" increase .pl°yment rate in B.C., said strictor vas stolen from 
programs, including in- ,, --Intreductionofaform,, . ot ".h~lv__~ 1 of~ 3.5 cents _a o-----¢~"an Alderman Vie Jolliffe To x'aise the mo ey the 976 _ y. ~ people are,, suffering Jungle ~ ~ '~ Pet ,  Shop 
sunset law to chminate dustrial incentives, has . . . .  for gasohne and 3.1cents for opposed council Tuesday sewer frontage tax amounts Council's financialexport, drastically. He said Tuesday nig,,~ after t,devea 
government programs ma~ ~ove/~ too costly and should . heatingoilwithasimilarin- during its first readings on a of 38 cents were changed to A lderman He lmut  statistics fail to show the broke into the ~tore by 
be reviewed. • have outlived " their c re~-  -~o- ~ ~n ' bylaw to increase' Terrace's 48 cents and the 15 cents Giesbrecht, said the in- "great deal of anguish out smashing a window in the 
usefulness ~ . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  "I  believe we can ac- ' Gillespie said it is possible sewer frontage tax by 20 amount was changed to 25 crease is the result of the there." ........ shop, 
complish more with less by --An a~ency-~y-agency re- the provinces also will agree cents Jolliffe claims the cents. • , provincial government The statistics how an in- Poli~:e disco~-cred the 
applying policies which are view of-all "federal Crown to the same increases two proposed 10 cent in- Jolliffe says it was done to pull ing out of previous crease in unemployment i  broken windo ~t 12:30 am 
nat, d~,~z, next ear more sensitive to local' corporahons" to elimi . .. '.-g ,.o y . creases will mean tax- make up a deficiency and commitments to-subsidize B.C. to9.1per cent from 8.8 We~mbday and called the 
conditions or individual "those whose functions are the hig...r prices for con- payers are going to pay a 30 council has taken the wrong municipal programs, per cent of the.work force . owner who claimed a small 
circumstances," C!a.rk said. obsolete or better carried, federalSUmers woUlUovernmentCOme if, dthethe percent increase when the route. He said it will go He said the bylaw will last month, amount of change had been 
The review woma De p out by the private sector. ' . g . ' ~. .. rates should be going down. through but he is votin~ mean a three-quarters of a Barrett said he would stolen. The following 
of an  extensive policy for one that would be proaucers go aneaa ~,tn The bylaw says $108,228 abainst it as a warning for mm increase and it will make a major statement on morning police received a 
reducing government  eliminated would be plans to boost well-head oil has to be raised and the total .next year. He added that mean no.overall increase,in economic initiatives at the call from the owner,, who 
spending unveiled by Clark Petrocan, the federally- prices by $1a barrel every taxable foot frontiage is ther~was not enough time to one nuggets percentage NDP convention in Van- then reported L.e stolen boa 
at the conference, owned oil company six months starting July 1. 298,973 in the municipality, find~nother way to raise the over last year. couver May 22. conslrictor. 
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P.C. Conference draws ant, government fire. 
TORONTO (CP) --- they are living beyond their and Atomic Workers in- economy. Don't inflate the 
Governments a t  various means, but a more realistic ternational Union, said it is money supply. Don't let 
levels came under attack 
Wednesday when critics 
from the public and private 
sectors set out to analyse 
'Canada's economic ills. 
Nearly 30 speakers from 
across Canada and abroad 
presented their views at 
group discnssions and "in' 
speeches at a one-day 
ecodomic onference titled 
Windo~ On Tomorrow and 
sponsored by the 
Progressive Conservative 
Party of Canada. 
W. O. Twaits, former 
chairman of Imperial Oil 
Ltd., said government 
bureaucracies complicate 
economic issues. 
He said Canadians have 
been increasingly reminded 
description would be that 
governments at all levels 
"have been living beyond 
the means of Canadians." 
Noting that Canada has 
the largest foreign debt-- 
$48.5 billion--of any coun- 
try, Twaits said taxpayers 
are faced w i th  enormous 
rates of repayments. 
"This is a debt that 
re~iuires the repayment in 
principle and. interest 
charges of nine-to 10-per- 
cent a year. 
"At these rates, for every 
$100 borrowed, you are 
paying back $200 in interest 
and principle over the 
normal term." 
Nell Reimer, national 
director of the Oil, Chemical 
a national disgrace that one 
million people in Canada re 
unemployed. 
Reimer, chairman of the 
Canadian Labor Congress, 
said the public has become 
critical of institutions that 
normally-are lied upon to 
provide jobs. 
He said a particular 
concern of the labor 
movement is the slow 
growth in spending on 
housing. 
He also criticized the 
government for not • setting 
up a national energy policy 
which he described as the 
corner stone to producing 
jobs. 
"The federal government 
has failed dismally--as 
have most provincial 
governments - - in  es- 
tablishing a national energy 
policy." 
In another address, 
William Rees-Mogg, editor 
of The London Times, 
caut ioned Canadians 
against making the same 
mistakes that Britain made 
when it restructured its 
post-war economy. 
Rees-Mogg said Britain's 
approach to the creation of 
wealth has been wrong and 
the country should have •
followed the example of 
Germany and Japan in 
strengthening its economy. 
"We did not settle down to 
create wealth," Rees-Mogg 
said. "We believed we could 
do it part-time." 
Britain's slow produc- 
tivity growth also was 
reflected at the university 
level where fewer than one .your governments build an 
of 20 students are interested army of bureaucrats, and 
in industry, don't tax people to the 
In addition, "the level of degree that their incentive •
investment in plants and to work is destroyed." 
machinery is no higher now Robert Stanfield, former 
than it was in 1963." ' national leader ' of the 
Another problem was that Progressive Conservatives, 
governments have allowed called on the federal and 
their overhead to grow, provincial government to. 
although the present ~d- .co-ordinate their efforts in 
ministration is doing better, dealing •with regional prob- 
than most of its prede- 
cessors. 
Rees-Mogg said heavy 
taxation and extensive 
nationalization of industry 
have tended to reduce 
productivity. 
"I have four warnings for 
Canadians. Don't let trade 
unions dominate the 
lems. 
Stanfield said an effective 
program should involve 
more than the federal 
department of regional 
economic expansion 
(DREE), which he said deals 
wth problems on a 
provincial basis. 
"DREE, with its patchwork 
of provincial and sectional Quebec wants to go its own 
agreements, may be faced separate way in its own 
politically that existing separate interests, an 
structures of regional economic association could 
development are inadequate be developed which would 
and the approaches are not meet the needs of all with no 
coherent." ' or realproblems." 
He said particular eft ts Nothing could be further 
should be directecd toward from the truth, he said. 
the"Atlantic provinces and "In my opinion, we should 
easterni Quebec, where start f~m the simple 
economic conditions are premise that there will be no 
relatively weak. winner in this game." 
John Robarts, former Roberts said Quebec's 
Ontario premier, said he was committed intention to 
disheartened by, such separation means that 
suggestions and by what he Canada will never be the 
had heard recently about sameagaln, asvarious ides 
minimizing the economic bargain for better positions. 
results of Quebec's proposed "There is no turning 
separation from Canada. back," he said. "Wearenow 
"I must say that I am committed to some form of 
somewhat appalled by the different Canada than we 
easy assumption that if have known so far." 
OVER PIPELINE 
Gas Companies Clash 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon 
(CP) - -  The two companies 
competing for federal 
permission to build a nor- 
thern natural gas pipeline 
clashed Wednesday at the 
opening of a public inquiry 
into the proposed Alaska 
Highway line. 
Jack Marshall, Canadian 
Arctic Gas Pipeline Ltd. 
lawyer ,  immediate ly  
jumped on a Foothills Pipe 
Lines Ltd. statement that it 
has applied to construct only 
one express pipeline 
through the Yukon. 
He suggested, that 
Foothills might be planning 
two lines and said its in- 
tentions hould be clarified 
before the three person 
inquiry, established by 
Ottawa last month to study 
the social and economic 
aspects of the line, proceeds 
would follow the route of the 
Alaska Highway. 
M~rshall said there is evi- 
dence that Foothills might 
wish to connect this line.with 
one from the Mackenzie 
Delta as an alternative to 
building a.Mackenzie Valley 
line. Such a line would 
traverse a large part of the 
Yukon and would follow the 
yet-to-be-completed 
Dempster Highway that 
eventually will connect 
Whitehorse with Inuvik in 
the Northwest Territories. 
ONE APPLICATION 
Alan Hol l ingworth,  
Foothills lawyer, said the 
company has only one ap- 
plication before the energy 
board and has no intention 
of applying for connecting 
lines. There was nothing to be 
gained at the inquiry by 
speculating what lines 
any farther. , might be considered in the 
Arctic Gas has applied to future. 
He said he might well ask 
if Arctic Gas is planning any 
new proposals considering its 
"recent setbacks." 
Inquiry lawyer Stephen 
Goudge said it is relevant 
for the inquiry to get what 
evidence it ~,~cdn '* 'about 
.possible lines .down. the 
the National Energy Board 
to build a Mackenzie Valley 
gas pipeline that would have 
an Alaskan gay connection 
through the northern Yukon. 
That plan received a set- 
back Monday when the Ber- 
,ge~.  •Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline inquiry recom- 
mended no construction in 
the northern Yukon and said 
the valley line should be 
delayed 10 years. 
Foothills has proposed a 
Mackenzie Valley line with 
no Alaska connection and a 
separate line to carry 
Alaskan gas south via the 
southern Yukon. The latter 
Dempster and Klondike high- 
ways. 
The Klondike Highway 
• connects Whitehorse with 
Dawson City innthe west- 
central Yukon and is a 
possible alternative to the 
more southerly Alaska 
• Highway route. 
Inquiry chairman Ken 
Lysyk made a preliminary 
ruling that information on 
possible Dempster and 
Klondike routes will be 
pertinent to the inquiry. 
The inquiry will hold 
almost three months of 
public hearings in the Yukon 
to gather evidence of the 
pipeline implications, 
possible deficiencies in the 
Foothills proposal, and the 
views of residents. 
ROUTE DECISION 
It is to submit i s report by 
Aug. 1, about one month 
before Ottawa is expected to 
tell the United States which 
route will be followed. 
There has been some 
criticism that the inquiry 
• was hastily thrown together 
and that it will not have 
enough time to do a proper 
job. However, Northern 
Affairs Minister Warren AI- 
lmand has said it is a 
preliminary investigation 
and a second one will be held 
if the Foothills application is
approved in principal. 
"rlie Berger inquiry lasted 
two years and held com- 
munity hearings throughout 
the valley and in' the ~ar 
noi'thern Yukon, The Yukon 
inquiry will hold formal 
hearings here and informal 
meetings in• communities 
that might be affected by 
the pipeline. 
Lysyk is dean of law at the 
University of British 
Columbia and is former 
deputy attorneygeneral of 
Saskatchewan. 
CANADA e, FRANCAIS? 
NO DUMP Parisian parley 
LONDON (CP) -- Canada 
is determined not to become 
the nuclear garbage dump 
of the world, says External 
Affairs Minister Don 
Jamieson. 
Jamieson told reporters 
Wednesday that some 
countries have suggested 
the wide open spaces of 
Canada and the U.S. would 
be "a nice place to bury" 
atomic wastes that might 
otherwise be used\ to 
produce xplosives. 
He did not name the 
countries which had made 
the suggestion. 
On the general question of 
Canadian uranium exports, 
Jamieson said he wants to 
obtain interim safeguard 
agreements with Britain, 
West Germany, Italy and 
Japan to ensure that such 
shipments will not be used to 
produce nuclear weapons. 
The interim 
arrangements would cover 
the period until such time as 
the seven-country summit 
leaders can agree on per. 
manent non-proliferation 
controls. 
Elections 
VANCOUVER iCP) -- 
Elections held by a 
province-wide mail ballot 
have named three Van- 
couver nurses to top offices 
of the 19,000-mernber R gis- 
tered Nurses' Association of 
British Columbia. 
Holding office for two 
years will be: president Sue 
Rothwell, a University of 
B.C. assistant professor of 
nursing; first vicepresident 
Stephany Grasset, a Van- 
couver public health nurse; 
and second vice-president 
Lois Blais, a head nurse at 
St. Paul's Hospital in 
Vancouver 
PARIS (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Trudeau arrived 
here Wednesday for an 
informal twoday visit 
during which he has but one 
official function--lunching 
with President Valery Gis- 
card d'Estaing. 
He flew here from London 
where he attended two 
summit meetings and' in 
keeping with the informality 
of the trip he was greeted 
only by France's chief qf 
protocol and his old friend 
Gerard Pelletier, Canadian 
ambassador toFrance. i 
Friday, he will have a 
working lunch with Giscat;d 
d'Estalng and hold a news 
conference. Other than a 
couple of interviews, those 
are the only things he will do 
before flying home to Ot- 
tawa on Saturday. 
The visit draws more than 
usual interest because it 
follows closely what ob- 
servers have called red- 
carpet treatment afforded 
Claude Morin, minister of 
intergovernmental ffairs 
in the separatist Quebec 
government. 
Trudeau and his aides 
have rejected any 
suggestion that he object of 
the visit is to make sure that 
France does not swing 
support behind the 
separatists oreven give that 
impression. 
Trudeau says he is here 
for informal talks as part of 
a longstanding arrangement 
with Giscard d'Estaing that 
each would drop in on the 
other if they happened to be 
in the neighborhood. 
At a news conference in 
London, Trudeau questioned 
whether Morin got red- 
carpet treatment oz'whether 
he even wanted it. For 
himself, he did not want it. 
Just before Trudeau left 
Ottawa for a trip that took 
him to Iceland beiore 
London, he told some British 
newspaper men that he late 
French president Charles de 
Gaulle was an obnoxious 
tellow. 
The president soured 
CanadaFrance r lations for 
• years by shouting Vive le 
• Quebec Libre-- a separatist 
slogan--from the balcony of 
Montreal .city hall in 1967. 
The prime minister took 
another punch at the late 
president in a BBC in- 
terview just before he left 
London. He said as late as 
the weekend he and Giscard 
d'Estaing had talked of the 
general feelings in Quebec 
and Canada--but not about 
separatism. He said Giscard 
d'Eestaing is more in- 
terested in understanding 
the Canadian situation in- 
stead of "judging or making 
political forecasts of 
prophecies a la de Gaulle." 
Trudeau said he likes per. 
sonal exchanges, as he had 
had with U.S. President 
Carter and former president 
Nixon, and with various 
British prime ministers. He 
had not had the chance to 
have such conversations 
with French leaders. 
Trudeau said this is not 
the type of trip that calls for 
him to visit the mayor of 
Paris. The mayor, Gaullist 
Jacques Chirac, came out 
strongly in favor of the aims 
of the Quebec government 
when Morin was here. 
Trudeau was to attend the 
theatre Wednesday night 
with Pelletier, a former 
cabinet minister. 
SHEFFIELD, England 
,CP) -- An Irishman 
ecently was caught 
stealing a parcel at the 
railway station hv.-e. When 
the package was opehcd it 
contained 85 copies of the 
megazine Police Review. 
If the children in Mrs. 
Gough's grade one Sunday 
School class at'Knox United 
Church look worried, it is 
because they are• i'unning 
out of space." So the church 
is holding a carnival on 
Saturday. May 14,  f rom 11  
am to' 2 Pm at 4907 Lazelle 
,, , : . . . . . . .  , .  
IN QUEBEC 
Even the paving 
done in French 
QUEBEC (CP) -  The people have access to 
Quebec human rights temporary jobs where the 
commission has rapped the French language is not es- 
provincial government and sential• or even necessary... 
Transport Minister Lucien BE DISCRIMINATORY 
"To Lassard for issuing a di- proceed otherwise 
rective requiring that road 
workers have a knowledge 
of French. 
In a siatement Wed- 
nesday, the commission 
said the language order was 
discriminatory because the 
• jobs involved generally do 
not require that a person 
speak French. 
The order, issued last 
month by Lessard, affects 
7,500 summer employees 
who cut hay, fill potholes, 
paint signs and perform 
dozens of other maintenance 
tasks along the province's 
highways. 
"As drafted, the directive 
may be applied in such a 
way that Quebecers of 
different ethnic origin~ and 
immigrants not speaking 
French can find themselves 
denied jobs for which 
knowledge of French is not 
essential," the commission 
said. 
Lessard had said it was 
normal for a government to 
demand that its employees 
speak the language of the 
majority-- French. 
FOR CERTAIN JOBS 
The seven-member rights. 
commission said it accepts 
that people involved in 
public administration 
needed to know French but 
argued that "for certain jobe~ 
the use of a language is not 
essential or even 
necessary." 
But it is usually sufficient 
to understand signs to 
execute road jobs, the 
commission said. 
The commission also 
noted that 14.5 per cent of 
Quebec residents use 
English on a daily basis and 
another five per cent use 
neither English nor French, 
including many 'native 
people. 
'The state must therefore 
make sure that immigrants, 
Quebecers of different 
ethnic origins and native 
NATIONALLY 
Socreds split. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Social for Bellechasse, said news 
Credit Leader Andre Fortin reports suggesting he was 
tried to dispell impressions negotiating with the 
Wednesday that his party is Liberals to join that party 
split on the question of were false. 
Quebec independence. ASKS FOR RULE n 
The party's 10 MPs, all Lambert asked Commons 
from Quebec, believe in Speaker James Jerome to 
preserving Confederation, rule on a motion asking the 
Fortin said at a news con- government-owned CBC•to 
ference, clarify its news rgports on 
Uowever, he conceded Lambert's alleged Liberal 
that Rene Matte, member for courtship. 
Champlain, believes that Jerome promised to rule 
Quebec should be i n -  
dependent. 
Fortin said he respected 
Matte's views but at the 
same time said separatists 
could not be part of the 
Social Credit party. 
Matte's views have been 
known for several years, 
Fortin said. 
He said the party believed 
on the motion later. 
Other Social Credit MPe 
have also denied reports, 
• they want to join the Liberal 
rparty because of Fortin's 
alleged move towards pro- 
separatist entimentb. 
Jean-Pierre Goyer, 
supply and services 
minister, said Tuesday tha 
half of the Social Credit 
the current constitution is members had approached 
unacceptable and •must ~ the Liberal party. 
changed. The party would Fortin said he asked his 
remain in Parliament to work colleagues about . their 
towards that goal. WOULD possible defection and they 
VOTE YES all said they planned to 
Avenue io raise funds for a Earlier this week Fortin remain in the Social Credit 
Sunday School expansion, said he favored a sovereign party. 
Everyone is welcome to Quebec in economic union LeonelBeaudoin, member 
;attend, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  with. ~ada. .  and that ~he ,-.~QrRi~hmond; seidheplans t. 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "w~Id  ~'~ote '~yi~s~. ' in" ' the  "" sta3/ in the par ty  a l though 
C O O L  , Quebec government's prom- about half of the members 
, ised referendsm on in- do not share his federalist 
dependence unless.a more views. 
C / '~L I f ' l i l f~ |q~ " attractive alternative than i 
,~1pI,,~ iNI  V V Ib,~lF the status quo is offered to 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Dr. Quebec. 
Bob Evans of the British Co- Speaking Wednesday, 
lumbia Energy Commission Fortin said he hopes Quebec 
says that schools and is not placed in the position 
colleges offer •a great  of choosing between the 
potential area for energy status quo and in- 
conservation in B.C. be- dependence. But he refused 
cause they account for a 
third of the commercial 
floor space in the province. 
Evans told the Northwest 
Prospectors and Developers 
Association convention 
Tuesday that many studies 
would be to practise 
discrimination against an 
important part of Quebec's 
population." had shown energy savings of 
Lessard's directive has 20 per cent or $15 million 
caused anxiety among annually are possible 
Englishspeaking Quebecers simply by changing the way 
in the Gaspe and western in which school and college 
regions of the province heating systems are 
where men who had worked operated. 
for years on road gangs ";*~.' 
have been denied jobs.be- 
cause they did not speak 
French. 
The commission said it is 
pursuing inquiries into 
particular cases referred to 
it. 
Commiss ion  v ice-  
president Maurice Cham- 
pagne has already criticized 
the government for 
exempting the proposed lan- 
guage charter from sections 
of the provincial human 
rights charter banning 
discrimination according to 
nationality, race and 
language. 
I . . . . . .  . | 
I ,°U. 
I k"." 
! ,ho to 
lurn to.", 
TURN TO US" 
WITH GOHFIDERGE 
iaeKays 
Funeral 
Home 
Ph44~e 635.2444 
Terrace, B.C. 
Serving Kitimat 
to clarify his position on 
what action should be taken 
if only those two alter- 
natives were before the 
Quebec people. 
Fortin said hisposition is
the same as former leader 
Real Caouette, who died last 
December. 
Caouette sought self- 
determination for all 
provinces within a federalist 
system, Fortin said. 
Earlier in the Commons 
Wednesday, Adrian Lam- 
bert, Social Credit member 
ANTIGONISH, N.S. (CP) 
-- Dr. Yves BruneUe, a St. 
Francis Xavier University 
professor, has translated an 
• anthology of' French- 
Canadian literature that will 
be published next fall. He 
has edited, translated and 
written the Introduction for 
French Canadian Prose- 
Masters: The Nineteenth 
Century. The edition is com- 
posed of 20 selections by 15 
authors. 
• - " II I 
WESTERN , 
HOME FURNISHIHGS 
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TERRACE 
will be closed Momiays 
lentil further notice. 
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Work is almost complete on 
this Terrace municipal LIP 
roject. According to 
ayne Buchanan, clerk- 
Upper Little Pork 
administrator, the cost of years has been $70,000. 
the project over the last two. Work and design was done 
sAYS AMERICAN EXPERT 
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by municipal crews. 
work being done in 
, +:~ ++ 
.. • +;++~.++~++~• 
The picture took place during 
this the early stages. 
CANCEL 
. ¢ov ll b r ie fs  
, 'Best a lp  at Kit , o r t  s , te  n . , .mat  
March 
• N .W WESTMINSTEr ,  
B.C. (CP) - -  About 100 
jobless carpenters marched 
:.;~througbh~:the:, ~ downtown 
'" section of this Vancouver 
area city Tuesday pro- 
testing provincial govern- 
ment delays on projects 
they say would give them 
jobs. ' 
The group proceeded in 
orderly fashion to city hall 
with signs saying "rebuild 
• downtown New Westminster 
now" and "construction 
workers 32 per cent 
unemployed." 
• The protest drew a 
promise from Mayor Muni 
Evers of a m~ijor an- 
nouncement on downtown 
develdpment i  a few weeks 
and a forecast of up to $300 
million in new construction 
for the city in'the next 10 
years. 
The British Columbia 
Development Corporation 
has been considering a 
"i private development on a 
:former government site 
;:here .and a New West- 
minster-Greater Vancouver 
Regional District study on 
the downtown core is nearlY 
complete. 
New -Democratic Party 
MLA Dennis Cocke told the 
carpenters the provincial 
government must provide 
jobs because the unem- 
ployment rate is becoming 
Unbearable. 
"I suggest that a balanced 
budget is not as important. 
as people," Cocke added. 
About 500 of the New 
Westminster area's 1,800 
unionized carpenters are 
unemployed. 
Little 
Theatre 
executive 
• Terrace Little Theatre 
held its election of officers 
on Monday, May ninth. 
+Nick Nattress was re-elcted 
president, Mary Halser was 
voted in as Vice-president. 
the new secretary is Laurie 
Lorenzo, and the treasurer, 
fo~ the second year is Marg 
Van Herd. Marg was re- 
elected unanimously by the 
membership because she 
had managed to get the 
books in shape, afeat that is 
seldom accomplished 
(according to rumour). 
Little Theatre will be 
Sponsoring a few more 
productions this month and 
will be running a tag day to 
raise funds to send the play 
'Adaptation" to the 
provincial •festival in 
Kelowna. Watch for further 
information in the Herald. 
Ad m pn :tmr:tt?on gets 
Wayne Buchanan, clerk- 
administrator of Terrace 
municipality, resigned 
Tuesday after six years of 
working in the community. 
Buchanan is taking a job in 
Prince George as assistant 
clerk-administrator. 
He said in his letter of 
resignation the new job is an 
advancement and he has 
gained much experience in 
Terrace. Alderman Vie 
JoUiffe later said 
Buchanan's move will he a 
"feather in Terraee's cap" 
because he is making an 
advancement. 
Buchanan thanked the 
municipal staff for their 
tremendous support and 
help during 
Terrace. '
I 
Alderman Dave Maroney 
moved that council write to 
sC~e Sheifurd, MIA for 
na,, asking him to 
support Terrace Lions in the 
efforts to get money from 
the provincial physical 
fitness program, which is 
funded by B.C. Lottery. 
The Lions are seeking 
M),000 to complete the tennis 
courts. The project is now in 
its third year and the Lions 
have already put $10,000 into 
it. 
Council .+ agreed to a 
• O • • - v Theatre to hold a Tag Day 
, , • PROFITS request from Terrace Little 
, I I  I r I , , , ,  VANCOUVER (CP) --  " on ll rdey M+ 28 for the 
I n I Canadian Cellulose Co. Ltd. purpose of raising funds to 
+ reported Tuesday net help send the Skesna Zone's 
Dr. Weiner, a professor of should be built,' terms imd evaluate the social and The port ~t'Kitimat would earnings after an ex- winning play, "Adaptation" 
environmental studies at conditions should be added, economic effects of the handle oil imported 'from traordinary tax credit were from Terrace, to Kelowna 
Western Washington State Gary Gallon, spokesmdn proposed port, which would Alaska and Indonesia fo~ ~.2 million or 35 eents a for the.provin.e.~l, finals. 
and a member of the for the Kitimat Oil coalition, serve as a terminal forits • • snare in me mree mantas members at me Terrace 
oceanographic commission said that if the Kitimat port n roposed  K i t ima t- transmission to tbeAlherta ended March 31. Little Theatre will be 
for Washington, said the is being bullt fer the sole use ,~in~onton'l~i~line. pipeline system. This compares with $6.5 downtown on that d~y in 
study conducted by ilie U.S. of Minnesota refineries they _ million or 53 cents a share in costume selling "tags" to 
Federal /Energy Ad- could he well served by five .~g l_  m _ • the corresponding 197," raise money for the trip. At v!one_nce ,n per iod ,  present the only money ministratiohalso considered existing oilports in the U.S., I • Net earnings before the available totals S130 per 
a number of British however, i f  Canada should 
Columbia ports including eventually need a West .L k __  r s ' tax credit were $3.4 million parson for the week of the 
Kitimat. Coast oil port,,his group is T n e v U V U re  or 28 cents a share this year drama festival. Terrace 
.She said the four prepared to look at the .-., . . . .  . compared with $4 million or hosted the festival last year. 
Washington state ports were proposal, u rTawA t uP) -- Allan MacEaehen, acting 33 cents a share last year. 
neither the best nor the He also said the huge Government failure to ease pi~ime minister, said in +the Net sales were $41million Council, has agreed to 
worst andKitimatandBella Aluminum CO. of Canada the recordhigh unem- Commons Tuesday the compared with $42 million have a sittin[~ member on 
Coola, B.C., fell into much and Eurocan Pulp ployment could lead to federal government has no last year. • . . Sch.ool Dis~sc.t ~ 's  !978 
'the,-"'-same ...... category, operations at Kitimat m~glit "tension, unrest and even intention of bringing in new The company saia in an 5eeenm~ry ~en.oo£ ~'ama 
however, Kitimat had better have to shut down if ~their violent disorders," the measures to reduce .anem- interim report that F~tiv~ comm.itwe, k. ma 
environmental potentials water intakes were con- Canadian Labor Congress ployment, but an upturn in strengthening lumner prices not aetermme wnien 
than any of the four P~g.et Laminated by oil. (CLC) said Wednesday a t  the United States economy andmore favorable United alde.nnanwouldhecomethe 
Sound ports. . ~ Meanwhile, a federal the close of a two-day should help Canada. rStates dollar exchange rates memner._ 
Dr. Weiner said that if government committee says meeting of its executive were offset by softer pulp According to Elaine 
Washington state leglslation plans by Kitimat Pipe Line council. , Anril jobless figures ' market  cond i t ions ,  Johnson, chairman of the 
that bans tankers weighing Ltd. for a new oil part on JooMorris, president of the rele~ased Tuesday by production cost increas~ education . committee the 
more than 125,000 dead- British Columbia's north 2.S-million-member Statistics Canada, adjusted " and extra cnemiea~ ane nrst meeting wm nc nero 
weight ons is upheld, there coast fail to meet :new congress, said nothing to take seasonal ~,ari~tions rolalL, dcosts as a result of a Ma.y 17 at 7.:30.jpm in _the 
would he between 500 and pollution prevention alan- divides the country more into account, showed that 8 3 strike In the chemical senoot ooara orate. Ten 
6000 tankers a yeare into dards for seaports. ' than unemployment •and nmr cent of the work for~e supply industry. ~ of the committee is 
1 s nt~es "- ,, to formulate 4plans for Puget Sound, and this would A Canadian Coast Gurad regions di pa " " . was unemployed. . 
create an air po|lution report, r~leased Wed- 
problem' of gigantic nesday, called the cam- , ' OvANAGAN tlASStE ' 
proportions. : 'pany's proposed •oil spill +,+r~ 
I f  large tankers are c o n t i n g e n c y p I a n 
, .u  "If "led g ° .+ .  permitted, there would be at "inadequate in its present ~ I I  least 350 of them a year form;" .- r ses -  m i O,  e e i n :  which means aminimum Of "It was concluded that 
two in port at any given concernsrelating to the \ + 
time. state of preparedness, the VERNON, B.C. (CP)-The here Tuesday, one of three Mackenzie told the controlled conditions that 
Dr. Weiner said tankers level of effectiveness of oil fight to ~ clear Eurasian being held in the Okanagan meeting that during 
burn the worst possible type spill countermeasures and mflfoil weed. in~ the this week to explain what researeh before completing 
of oil and create their own related socio-eeonomic Okanagnn, Lake system will be done to eradicate the a report which recom- 
pollution problems, matters were not might beabandonedmthree w ed. mended limited use of 
She said the tanker adequately addressed by the yearslimeif.therelsnosign "We have got to make herbicides, the committee 
situation is even more proponent," the rsp0rt says. that it is being wen, Dr. sure tbe weeds do notcome found that 2,4-D hadbeen 
controversial in Washington The company's plans for Courtiand-Mackenzie, " hack as fast as we are used in the Tennessee 
and asked commission the proposed oil port, still chairman of the three- clearing them," he said. Valley. and its "heavy and 
chairman Dr. Andrew under National Energy member committee set up "This must be a finite remarkable use" had 
Board consideration, produced no ill effects. thompsoQ to keep in close to investigate the problem, situation, and one which is 
contact with community c o n t a i n e d o t h e r said Tuesday. not locked into an ongoing He said the committee 
groups in the state. "inadequate" terms. "We might end up j~t  program of clearing a third was not calling for massive 
Thompson said he would The report says the cutting swaths for the boats of the weeds every year as application of the herbieide 
like the groups to take an company'sstudy of fisheries and paving the beaehes," he .they do in the Tennessee -- only in areas where it 
active part in the inquiry, resources, weather con- said. " Valley." would not affect drinking 
Bill Storey, of the West ditions and forecasting Maekensie v:as the main He said the situation at supplies or beaches. 
Coast Environmental Oil se~vice.~ required for the spokesman at a govern- present ie "just about the Earlier, .Mayor Stewart 
Association, asked the port needed more work. ment-sponsored meeting point of no return." ~ Fleming said that~ouncil is summer they killed the fish 
commissioner to '  give The committee, composed not against he use of her- and found no trace of the 
special attention to laws on of representatives of f~eral BEDTIME blcide "as long as it is under herbicide." 
compensation for oil and provinical departments Election 
pollution, alsosaid thecompany had St I i k  t t l e d  He said that if the com- not provided enough in- BLAZE 
mission dseides ' an oil port formation for it to proporly platform, ee s t r  e se  Kitimat fire department 
,. " VANCOUVER (CP) -The successfully extinguished a VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
, rA  ~k lV .~ l~.~T l~p l~_~ resolutions • passed at this mattress fire Wednesday sixweek strike-lookout in- 
month's New Democratie afternoon at the Chalet volving 12 hundred , I  ~- - I  4 r - i  ~ I  ~k-m w 14r - i  v i l l  l t v 
Motel on Tslmshian steelworkers in the Van- ISSUE INVITAT ION " Party annual eonvention will form the party platform Boulevard. The fire took couver area has been set- 
. , ,  ' for the next provincial place in a rear room on the tied. 
If you hurry maybe you li compiled by.. two  of their election, Clifford Scotten, top floor of the two storey Industry spokesman Jim 
belucky enough to geta seat memeers, tm v'art;vam ana party provincial secretary, building. Reilly said Sunday that 
at Knox United Church at B Hilda Griffin. The show said Tuesday. Fire Chief pill Dawson .representatives of 39 
told the Herald that the member companies of the -,- Thursda,, to watch a combines a series of films National leader Ed 
~va nraduction about an which capture the essence of Brsadbent and provincial department was calledin by metal industries association 
.. . .  r . . . . . .  Ted Drabik, owner of the issue which is vital to us all life in our unspoiled north, leader Dave Barrett will 
On an unbelievably low withalivelycompllmentary each address the con- motel, shortly after 2 pro. hav.e approved a new, two- 
bud~et..o of $45 (and a little' fommentary. , vention, to be held at the onDaws°nthe cenehimselfand personailyWaS f rst .year.earlier contract,by he Unitedratifiedsteel- 
help from their friends in Also for your enjoyment University of B.C. from May extinguished the fire with a workers of. America. 
the.  person of Sharon there will be a surpr.me 20 to 23. The plants have been idle 
McGowan a grant recipient speaker of short dwat~on About 1,000 delegates drychemical exilngulsher. 
wn~ki,~ t~'ouah Challenae and answers tea II the from local constituency the mattress was then since March 22, when 
i~,;"~]~:-~e) ~wo Terraces questions you've ever associations are expected to removed. No one was in the workers struck nine com- 
;~,~-,'~a'tor% ' have nut wanted to know about" the discuss policy in the areas of room when the fire broke panles and the industry 
tenet'her a show which proposed K i t imat - to '  economic .development, out. responded with a lookout. 
,,K~llen~es the National Edmonton Ptpeline and labor, the environment, The fire chief estimates 
F'i'l'm B~'at~i's nis ce on the were afraid to ask. women's rights, health and that fire and smoke 
t , ,  , . , , ,  ,¢ th~ ~ndder for Come one, come all. energy. " damage, will amount to over NEW YORK (AP) -- 
~"~o']'i:~,.~" ] -t'K, ghort ~ring your friends. Then Michael Harrington, $1,000. No cause has yet "If you fancy a heard, make 
a,~,,,,mentarvcate+orv .ou too will be able to +former chairman of the been determlned for the fire sure,it's hampooed witha 
. . . .  " ° "' discuss .'.~telligently the American Socialist Party andDawsonsays the matter mild shampoo in soft water 
Your own local group, biggest most imRortant and current national is still under investigation, every other day," says 
TAASK, the  Terrace issue of nation,., con-ehairmanoftheDemocratte Contaetsd bytheHeraid, Shirley Lord, a beauty 
Alliance Against Super- sequence presefltly con- Social ist  Organiz ing Drablk praised the fire authority, in a new book 
department for its "very dealing with the effects of tankers to Kitimat, is fronting us all as residents Committee, is scheduled to fast" action, water on skin and hair. 
presenting this show of the north. . , speak. 
Terrace to host the festival. 
Included on the com-: 
mittee are Molly Natlre~, 
John Chen-Wing, Mike 
Tindal, Dennis Brewer, A. 
Geerasrt, Dr. Val G'+orge 
Ted Weird and Franl[ 
Hamilton. 
U 
Alex Fraser, minister o~ 
highways, says 'h i s  
departm~.nl will not 'pu.t i,p 
one-quake" of a mile m curu 
and gutt~" :long Highway 16 
from Eb...t. westward even 
if Terrac~ pays itt+ share of 
the cost. 
Fraser ~.Ays it "is not 
practical to add that much.. 
work ", the contract and it is 
also now really too late to 
ask the contractor:~ con- 
street any curb and gutter. 
When highways i~ves.t~e 
section f~m Eby St:, to 
Kitsutnkalum River "we 
intend to apply a minimum 
depth +of pavement to the_ 
section between'Eby St. and 
Ken.n 7 St. and to do no 
ditching," says Fras~.r. 
"We will have the cost of 
curb and ~tter both sides 
from Eby St. to Kenny St. 
estimated as accurately as 
possible without benefit of 
design+, drawings and advise 
the district regarding its 
share of the cost," he said. 
Joliiffe had the matter 
referred to the district 
engineer who i.~ to report 
hack to the public works 
committee. He wants full 
details on the matter before 
council takes any action. 
The debate on wheth.er 
Terrace should ha~,e a full- 
time mayor continues with 
the Chamber of Commerce. 
writing to council to com- 
plain about hesrin~ of a 
council decision m the 
newspaper before a letter 
Was written to that group. 
The chamber proposed to 
council last March that a 
full-time mayor is needed in 
Terrace. "We feel that our 
proposal was both realistic 
and justified, in view ef the 
• ever'increasing demands on 
our'elected officials. ~ Onthts 
matter our opinion has not 
changed, and we still feel 
s rongly enough that we are 
prem'red to . on'tnue t~is 
~dea further,:' writes Dave 
Sparrow. 
Council and the chamber 
agreed they would not do 
their communicating 
through the press and the 
chamber wants the over- 
sights recognized and hopes 
the two groups will cone/tun 
to work together for the 
good,of the comm..unity, . 
Teh chamber will not ge~ a
reply on this one. It was' 
received and filed. 
I . C IF 
I i + ++O.T+ 
I ,.,._ 0,.n,,. 
I tara Permanent 
I SA .ESC .E"K 
I+,,,., ........ _ Y + 
I 4736 Lakelse Ave .Ter race  
1 Ph. 635-5848 , ' : 
they have pr mised.,' Terrace Downtown Lions 
Fleming said that unless Club plans fo celebrate 
Terrace's Golden An- 
the weed is controlled, "the niversary with wooden 
economic con s~uences will 
be disastrous." . . money that will not be legal 
"As lonl~ as we have this tender. The Lions are 
preparing to produce Sg,000 
weed whnch will produce, worth of these sotwenlrs 
280,000 shoots in one season 
from just a two-inch section which will be the size of a 
that has broken off, we have dollar bill, 
to use all comainment Act ing mayor Jack 
Talstra will sign the money methods," he said. 
Fleming said that the before they go to press. 
provincial government kept 
fish at the Kelowna yacht 
club all summer while 2,4-D WJLK [N SON 
was applied to weeds in the 
area and "at  the end of the Business Machines 
46.35 Lazelle Ave.. 
SPRING SPECIAL 
5rodents' or Salesmen's 
The terms of agreement Desks 
are tied to a cost of living $119" 
formula calculated qnar- 
terly, plus an immediate 25- 40"x20" l~op Size. 
cent-an-hour increase on the |1 box & 1 file drawer 
journeyman's old base rate |w i th  hanging f i le f rame. 
of $8.78 an hour. | Phone 
Reilly said this probably 
will work out to an increase | 635-42"22 
of seven per cent a year. I 
o 
i~i~ ~: SK  I G S t : : : 'OF ITS  
Hat an Opening 
for 
ALE LER
Appll at 
o o ,
i+it 
il 
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Centra!iz.ing 
all dec,s,ons 
Public works minister Alex Fraser confirmed 
yesterday that the provincial gove.rnment will soon 
proceed with the establishment of its coutroversial 
B.C. Buildings Corporation, a crown agency that 
wil; assume many of the functions and a majority 
of the employees of the public works ministry. On 
the surface, the shifting of jurisdictions may seem' 
reasonable enough, though obviously disruptive to 
the public servants whose jobs will be re-classified 
or eliminated in the change. It could be viewed as a 
rationalizing of government activities or, perhaps, 
an attempt to centralize a ministry's functions 
Lmder a more easily controllable Crown cor- 
poration. 
Surface impressions can be misleading. The 
si~ift of authority from civil service to semi- 
independent corporation represents a fundamental 
~ange.  It a~o provides a glimpse into the Bennett 
governments attitude to the civil service, 
especially in the area of policy initiation. 
The nature of the present government- 
bm'eaucracy interaction has revealed a degree of 
political immaturity by the premier and his 
general mistrust of public servants. The result is a 
• ~ public' adfi~inistratibn which is spinning )and 
' ~{emoralized, an ati~ospbere that prompted one 
life-long civil servant to observe, in private con- 
versation: "I've never seen anything quite as 
unhappy in my whole life." 
The civil service is not being well-utilized and 
this !s reflected in the absence of generation of any 
policies which might bear the imprint of 
bm'eaucratic reform, Nothing this government has 
yet introduced could be termed creative or 
~ ofound. If anything, Social Credit policies have en little more than pedestrian, or they are New 
Democratic policies, though refurbished. 
The government agrees with the land com- 
mission act.., but. The labour code is adequate but 
changes must be made. Mincome is acceptable but. 
scale it down and change the name. The legislative 
schedule mbodies routine law reform or political 
posturing to lessen the impact of NDP legislation. 
The goal of government-makers should be 'the 
balancing of the "rational" goals of the 
bureaucracy with the more emotional, supposedly 
l~s  rationaldemands of the public. In the current 
government, there seems to be a definite 
disorientation with the administration and a tilting 
towards the political cabinet. The strong com- 
mitment o politicians running the show, while not 
wro:~g m principle, is hazardous when Social 
Credit's lack of long term goals is taken into mind. 
Bill Bennett's vision is steered by pragmatism and 
sb~rt erm goals; policies are chosen based on net 
political terms. 
'In l:is preoccupation with political policy for- 
r:mtion, Bennett has taken casualties among the 
thousands of public employees. Based on some of 
his government's comments on the bureaucracy, 
one could conclude that he doesn't seem to care. 
The premier has said that bureaucrats should work 
harder and not expect o set'the xample for other 
,.vorker~ in contract negotiations. 
Human resources minister Bill Vender Zalm has 
blasted civil servants for allegedly working less 
D~an four days a week. Provincial secretary Grace 
]~,icCarth7 has accused the bureaucracy of acting 
calside ~he interests of the government. 
Wot.kcrs are traditionally and understandably 
t:psvt about the dislocations inherent when a new 
hossarrives. ButBennetthas only exacerbated the 
(~emoralization. He finds his own interests and 
1,¢~!i~,cal gain in large projects like coal 
greemeuts, the Kitimat off port .pro~sal, and 
romtltutional reform that are oumine me mam- 
s~rea:a el' the public service. 
In the process he has taken a toll in the crucial 
rdationship between the government and civil 
service. Small business management,  the 
p~cmicr's forte, may entail concentration of 
decision-making in the bess's hands but it must be 
reconciled with the needs of a large government. 
Belmett is a businessman but small business is not 
a h,':ge corporation; unlike the latter, it does not 
r~voive around a consensus model. Govermnent 
d ~, ~.:,. 
[l' :he premier continues to ignore the legitimate 
ai,~..~ ,,f the public so,vice, he will be undermining 
m.: t~wa administration's performance. 
In terpret ing the news 
U.S. easing . . . .  Cuban trade emb 
~ T O N  (CP) o,. recent related develop- area for raids and as- limited bythe economically- s.ubversi.on reced~l.1_:_s_o~o 
~nh:nAtSmheeraldaneweram sassinationatt.empts, damaging effects of the diameU.~.commlunenttu 
noes. Among me many embargo, exi legroups and other 
. disruptive and era- Canadian manufacturers enemies of Castro. 
advantages, i  beginning to After F~del Castro came barrassing effects of . . . . .  U S can expect a tougher time The trend toward, nOr-n 
end to power in 1960, much of once the U.S. embargo hostility toward Cuba was malzzaizon of U.S. Cuba 
By a vote of I0 to 7, the U.S. policy in the Americas strained relations with vanishes, but the roughest relations was aided by 
U.S. Senate foreign centred on efforts to relations committee has overthrow his regime or at Canada as successive period of adjustment may defections from the U.S.-led be experienced by rightist 
least cripple and isolate it. governments in Latin initiated action to remove 
c r t  of the U.S. trade em- 
rgo against the Com-  
mun is t  ifland. Cuba would 
be showed to buy medicine, 
food and agricultural 
supplies from the United 
States while negotiations 
continue on further emoval 
of the embargo. 
Many difficulties remain 
but the Senate move and, 
Heavy U.S. pressure was 
'applied to other countries to 
end diplomatic and trade 
dealings with Cuba; the 
disastrous Bay of Pigs in- 
vasion was followed by'a 
more successful con- 
frontation with the Soviet 
Union daring the missile 
crisis; Miami became a 
violence-wracked staging 
Canadian governments 
refused to end their links 
with Cuba. U.S. attempts to 
stop U.S. subsidiaries in 
Canada from trading with 
Cuba eventually failed after 
giving a boost to Canadian 
economic nationalism. 
Canada and other coun- 
tries benefitted from the, 
lack of U.S. competitio for 
Cuban trade, although the 
Cuban capacity to buy was 
America. 
For almost two decades, 
the United States gave 
unquestioning support.to 
such regimes o that they 
could defend themselves 
against possible Cuban 
subversion. They also 
defended themse lves  
against democracy. 
As the "threat of Cuban 
trade embargo and such 
events as disclosure of CIA 
operatio~ against Cuba. 
But the trend did not 
become a rapid movement 
until President Carter took 
office Jan. 20. Immediately, 
reconnaissance flights over' 
Cuba were halted. 
Within weeks, restrictions. 
on U.S. citizens' travels to, 
. ' L . '  ~ , J 
000,000 
! 
Business spot l ight  
argo 
began between U.S. an0 
cuban diplomats. 
In .April, South Dakota 
basketball players became 
a symbol of Carter's new 
approach by being el!owed 
to tour Cuba. Permission 
was granted for a Mexican 
airline to start a Miami- 
Mexico-Havana flight, the 
first such commercial U.S.. 
Cuba air link in 17 years. 
Despite the hostility and 
eccamonal violence of the 
17-year campaign, few U.S. 
"groups feel Cartel: is acting 
prematurely. 
In a few years, a new 
generation of U.S. citizens 
Cuba vanished. Officially may wonder why it took so 
acknowledged negotiations long. 
FRONTIER SOURCE 
Ene nds 
• i n  high arct|c " 
CALGARY (CP) - Charles might, expect reserves of 
Hetherington, who admits to some 30 trillion cubic .feet 
• being prejudiced about the five years nonce. 
area, says massive amounts MONEY REINVESTED 
of crude oil and ~aturai gas He noted that 
are waiting to,be found in traditionally, once firms sell 
Canada's Arctic islands, their products, the money is 
reinvested and more Hetherington, president of 
Panarctic Oils Ltd., said he 
belleve~ that conservative 
estimates of potential 
reserves in the area should 
start at. about 100 trillion 
cubic feet of natural gas. 
In a speech to the Science 
Council of Canada, he said 
that assuming gas 
production and marketing 
begins in the not too distant 
future, exploration activity 
will spurt ahead, "as it has 
everywhere else in the 
world under similar cir- 
cumstances." 
Panarctic, a federal 
government-private 
company consortium for- 
reed in 1967, is the only 
operator actively pursuing 
the elusive reserves in the 
Arctic islands. 
reserves are discovered. 
For example, when 
British Columbia built its 
first pipeline in 1956, .gas 
reserves in the prownce 
were about wo trillion cubic 
feet. B.C. recoverable 
reserves, including gas 
produced to date, now stand 
at.. 10.5 trillion cubic feet -- 
five times the pro- 
production figure. 
In Alberta, gas was first 
marketed on a large scale in 
1958 when reserves were 19 
trillion cubic feet. The 
prov ince 's  o r ig ina l  
recoverable reserve, in- 
cluding produced gas, now 
stands at 66 trillion cubic 
feet. 
Panarctic has spent some 
$400 million on exploration 
in the Arctic islands since So far the company has 
discovered reserves of 16 1968. Hetheringtnn said 
trillion cubic feet of gas and other companies, working 
"vdmt'mi~htmr~e~to b~. the~ on~-Panarct/c lands, have ~ 
" ' f i~t '~0m-~merc  ; ' '~ ial oil [ieid in" b00sted expenditures to 
more than $50 million. the  area  some 1,500 mi les  
north of Edmonton. 
" Hetherington said that'in 
recent years Panarctic has 
been discovering 2.5 to three 
trillion cubic feet of gas a 
year. 
Based on this trend one 
Inflation hurting the rich? 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- In- . similar increase in mem- While having to pay more a man can walk in and do current $70 per quarter from 
flatten is forcing even the hers' dues. to maintain the same ser- what he wantsi" said James $60 three years ago and 
most well-heeled gen- The major men's clubs in vices, downtown clubs are Byrom, secretary-manager ntrance fees jumped by 
tlemen's clubs to look closer Vancouver--The Terminal further pressed by corn- of the University Club. $650 to $800 to • pay for 
at cost cutting and improved City, the Vancouver. Club, petition from the recent Although most private refurbishing its new club 
the University Club and the proliferation of restaurants, clubs have increased headquarters. 
A s n o n - p r o f i t' monthly dues-- their main .The entrance fee for the 
organizations, private clubs income source--to offset Terminal City Club is $2,000, 
almost ~ always expect to increased operating costs, and the Vancouve; Club, 
operate in the red. But they haven't been able to re- still regarded as the most' 
because of soaring cover the whole amount, exclusive, is believed to 
Entrance fees generally charge entrance fees in the 
provide a club's capital neighborhood of $2,000. 
expansion funds, said Horst The end result' is clubs 
Anders, secretary-manager have less money available 
of the Engineers Club. Its for capital expansion. 
monthly dues went to the Renovations and re- 
placement plans now are 
stretched out over several 
years or  are shelved 
completely. 
STUDY GIVES FIGURES 
Clubs i~redoguard their 
privacy and not reveal 
breakdowns of their 
finances. But figures from a 
• recent U.S. study by Harris, 
Kerr, Forstar and Co. in- 
dicates the amount of funds 
available to private clubs 
for debt service and capital 
improvements has fallen to 
less than half that available 
five years ago. 
The study showed that of 
every dollar of city clubs' 
revenue, 36 cents came from 
dues and almost 35 cents 
from food sales, and half of 
that dollar went to payroll 
,m'oductivity. Eng ineers '  C lub- -say To get members to choose 
operating costs have almost dining at the club, there is 
doubled since 1970. ' special emphasis on a luxu- 
Wages take the biggest nous atmosphere, special 
bite. Although non-union, events and good cuisine ~/t 
operating costa their ability the clubs say they pay staff reasonable rates. : " 
to stock to expected losses is at rates equivalent to those of SOMETHING EXTRA 
being strained, their unionized counterparts "We try to give members 
Property taxes, wages and B.C. union wages are something they won't get 
and dining room costa all among the highest rates in outside the club. R is the last 
have climbed without a Canada. hastion of democracy where 
WORKER COMMENT 
GRANBY, Que. (cP) - 
Tim hulking umon official accepted it, but not on 
leans over the checked, election ight." 
plastic tablecloth of a To Gadbois, Trudeau was 
steakhouse on the main questioning the wisdom of 
street of this quiet industrial the province's electorate. 
city and talks angrily of This. shook his long- 
Prime Minister Trudeau's standing allegiance to the 
~welcome "interference" federal Liberal party and to 
in Quebec politics, federalism. 
Although he insists he is The aRitude that Ottawa 
not a separatist, Jean-Guy should steer clear of the 
Gadbois, 48, threatens to indepeadence debate, •at 
vote for Quebec in- least for the time being, was 
dependence if "Trudeau expressed often in a series 
doesn:t stop playing of conversations with 
around." He woldd back the residents of Granby, about 
Parti Quebecois govern- 50 miles east of Montreal. 
ment if the Quebec people's This appeared to be linked 
pride were on the line in a to a feeling that' the idea of 
confrontation with Ottawa. Quebec independence, far 
he said. from being accepted, is just 
Gadbois sa!d he was beginning tohaveanimpact 
"shocked" as a Quebecer on many Quebecers and 
when the prime minister that. in Gadbois's words, 
went on national television "Trudeau shonid leave us 
'.~e z~t~ht of Nov. 15. shortly alo,o" to mull over the 
,alter th~ r,Q election wa~ issues. 
coufirmed, tv warn the Real Dupont, a44-year-old 
government.elect :hat it toolmaker at a factor,., in 
lacked a mandate to divide nearby Waterloo, expressed 
Canada. strong reservations about 
"That was shocking'. Six Quebec independence, but 
He added that his pride 
was hurt by Trudeau's 
sometimes casual treat- 
ment of Bourassa, who lost 
his own seat in the PQ sweep 
of 71 out of 11o seats in the 
Quebec national assembly. 
• "Trudeau can't treat Le- 
vesque the way he treated 
Bourassa. Bourassa? 
Trudeau could kick him out 
of his office whenever he felt 
.Prime minister !nterferes 
in Quebec pol,tical scene 
months later I might have also said he felt the federal Gadbois aid. 
government was adding fuel 
to the fires of nationalism. 
"If you ask me, they are 
talking too much," he said, 
leaning back into a com- 
fortable leather sofa in his 
modest suburban home. 
"It's almost as if the 
federal government is 
running an advertising 
campaign for independence. 
They talk about it as much 
as people do here in the like it." prownce .... Over in Waterloo, Dupent' and related costs. ' One way to boost income 
"By hearing all this talk, reflected on the allegations would be to get more 
talk and more talk, people of corruption, prolonged members to use their clubs 
will start to warm up to the contract battles with public more often. Managers of 
idea. There are even some service unions ana businensmen's clul~, with 
anglais who are starting to economic difficulties that non-resident and inactive 
believe in it." helped tumble the Bourassa members, can expect be- 
Dupont and most other administration, saying: tween 40 to 60 per cent of 
persons aid the PQ would "When the PQwon, I was membership use of the club. 
have to "prove itself" in the happy. The people wanted a The days when private clubs 
rougb.andtumble world of real government and they had lengthy waiting lists of 
provincial politics before didn't have much to lose." prospective members are 
successfully broaching the Jean-Guy Laifierre, gone. 
independence issue. Gadbois's fellow union of-  "We haven't had a waiting 
"Thel:e were quite a ficial, had a different story list for four years," the 
few people who voted Parti to tell. manager of the 650-member 
Quebecois, not becausb they "I voted PQ and for me Engineers Club said. "And 
were separatist but because that means a commitment the situation is similar at 
they wanted a change," to Separatism," he said. other clubs as well." 
When Panarctic was 
formed 10 years ago, oil and 
gas prices were low and 
expenditures in the high- 
cost, high-risk Arctic 
islands could not be. justified 
by private enterprise. 
Ottawa, anxious to find 
out how much gas and oil 
was contained in the region, 
agreed to become a 
shareholder and purchased 
45 per cent of the stock. A 
Oup of 30 Canadian firms 
d the remaining 55 per 
cent and receive a tax credit 
against other income for 
exploration done by 
Panarctic on their behalf. 
Exploration activity in- 
creased from two wells 
drilled in 1969 to 23 in 1975 
but dropped'sharply after 
Ottawa decided to draw up 
new regulations governing 
royalties, taxes amd ex- 
ploration. Ten wells were 
drilled in 1976. 
BOOST EXPLORATION 
Pansrctic has announced 
plans for increased ex- 
ploration in 1977 and has 
made arrangements for $100 
million worth of exploration 
and development during the 
next five years. 
Part of the package in- 
• eludes a farm-out 
agreement among Imperial 
Oil Ltd., Gulf Oil Canada 
Ltd., Panarctic, Petro- 
Canada Exploration Ltd., 
Sun Oil Co. Ltd. and Global 
Arctic Islands Ltd. to ex- 
plore 33 million acres in the 
area, most of it offshore. 
Hetherington said it is 
easier to operate in the 
Arctic islands, one of the 
last great resource fron- 
tiers, than in other frozltier 
areas despfte low tem- 
peratures and strong winds. 
"The land stays frozen for 
over nine months each year 
so that rig moves are only 
seldom delayed by summer 
thaw; ocean ice is strong 
and essentially stationary 
for six months of the year. 
Effective xploration can be 
carried on almost 365 days a 
year in a relatively routine 
fashion. 
So far seven gas fields 
have been discovered. The 
largest are at Hecla and 
Drake Point and offshore 
from the Sabine Peninsula 
off Melville Island. Five 
others, King Christian, 
Jackson Bay, Kristoffer 
Bay, Thor Island and Wallis, 
are located on and around 
Ellef Ringnes and King 
Christian Islands. 
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NEW'YORK (AP) -- 
Ken Norton lashed out with 
four smashing right hands 
to the head and knocked out 
Duane Bobick in the first 
'round of their scheduled 12-. 
round heavyweight fight 
Wednesday night at 
Madison .Square Garden. 
Nortofi"'had been in- 
troduced as "the man they 
call the uncrowned 
heavyweight champion" 
because of his.d~.p.~ted loss 
to Muhamma~  ~t  ~e~- 
tomber. He now ae~inim~y m 
in the best position for the 
next big-money fight with 
All. 
I /i 
sos cK CeuMsLes gs reST eousv 
Great White Hope shattered by Norfon 
caught Bobick on theside of count, referee Percy Della Ali's jaw and winning a 12- known that such a fight is in vietory against four losses 
the head and sent him face ruled he * was unable to round decision inn1973. But the works for a total of $14 .and itwas his 31st knockout: Bobick, who bridles at the tag Great White Hope, will 
not have to get upset about it 
any longer. Duane was only 
in the fight for about the 
first 30 seconds. 
Both men came im- 
mediately to the centre of 
the ring at the opening bell 
and exchanged jabs and 
tried rights as they looked 
for an opening. 
Norton found it frrst and 
pounded home the right that 
derailed Bobick's dreams of 
a heavyweight title fight in 
the near future. 
The final right was a 
roundhous# swing that 
downward as the crowd of 
about 10,000 came to its feet. 
Hardly had the Garden 
crowd settled own for the 
action when Norton caught 
Bobick with a blasting right 
to the face that had him 
wobbling. 
Norton jumped to the 
attack with both hands, but 
it was three more rights to 
the head that wrote the 
finish of Bobick's unbeaten 
pro career. 
The fourth right hand put 
him down in his own comer 
• and although ebeat he 10 
continue. 
The time was 58 seconds 
of the round. It was all over. 
Bobick struggled to his 
feet and Della motioned him 
to continue. But ~}hen it was 
apparent that Bobick could 
not, Della signaled the end 
and Norton sbot into the air, 
both hands held aloft in a 
victo.ry sign. 
It certainly was a sweet 
triumph for the 32.year-old 
Norton, who has had a 
history of losing the big 
ones. He first gained 
prominence by breaking 
since then he has lost twice million-plus under the 
to All and he was knocked promotion of a Californian For the 26-year-old. 
out in two rounds by George named Ben Thompson. Bobick, who fights out of 
Foreman in a title fight in A spokesmE/n fo r  Philadelphia and who 
weighed 215Vz, it.was the 
1974. . Thompson said before the first loss after 38 victorieeS i 
A loss to" Bobickprobably fight that both Bobick and The Joe Frazier-manag 
would have finished him as. ' Norton had signed contracts 
a faetor in the heavyweight with the winner to fight All fighter had gone into the bout with the knock that 
division, and thatAli's contract was although e was unbeaten, 
Norton. ~ever gave it a being reconstructed. • . he was untested. 
chance to happen. . 'O f  the Rio purse, $2.25 
million would go to Norton, 
Bob Biron,. Norton's. who eagned $500,000 by 
manager, said from the ring beating Bobiek. 
before Norton left for the 
dressing room that All is • l~or Norton, of Los 
next, probably in September A~ngeles, who weighed 2223/4 . 
in Rio de Janiero. It is 'pounds,. it was the 38th 
q 
reverence by most hockey 
fans in Montreal and the 
Canadiens' fight winger has 
earned tim adoration for 
good reason. 
Lafleur, the National 
Hockey League's scoring 
champion for ~e l~.st wo 
seasons, has enthrauea xans 
with his skillful stick han- 
dling and scoring prowls. 
But Boston Bruins, who 
play host o the Canadiens in
the third game of their best- 
ofseven Stanley Cup final 
tonight, have dropped out of 
the Lafleur fan club because 
they think the Montreal star 
took a cheap shot at 
defenceman Mike Milbury 
breath." 
Bobick was also cut over 
the left eye. The only thing 
that marked Norton was an 
ear-toear grin. 
In two other fights on the 
card, Mike Rossman, 172, of 
Turnersville, N.J., cut up 
Mike Quarr , 176, of'An- 
chorage, Alaska, arid won 
their scheduled ll-round 
bout when Quarry was 
unable to continue after six 
He's been tested now.  rounds. 
' In a six-round lightweight 
Bobick, with tears in his bout, Howard Davis, 134, of 
eyes, told his mother and Glen Cove, N.Y., an 
father in the dressing room: olympic gold medalist, won 
"I  got hit in the Adam's his third bout as a pro by 
apple (Norton's the first- easily outpointing Carlos 
nght) and couldn't get my Gonzales. 
GINNELL SELLS 
Victoria Cougars 
under new owners 
VICTORIA (CP) --Victoria No purchase price was an- 
Cougars of tbe Western nounced. 
Canada Hockey League Williams aid he would 
have been sold to Lorne retain the working 
Williams, aVancouver botel agreement with Nanaimo 
manager and managing _ Clippers of the B.C. Junior 
director of Richmond Hockey League. 
Sockeyes of the Pacific In the 3z/z seasons with 
Coast Junior Hockey 
League. 
The Couga|s have been 
owned, operated and 
coached by Pat Ginnell for 
the last 3½ seasons. 
Williams said at a news 
Ginnell at the helm, the 
Cougars won 127 games, lost 
97 and tied 28, as  well as 
showing aprofit at the gate. 
Ginnell has often said he 
was disappointed at the 
fans' attitude towards the 
conference Wednesday that team and wished they had. 
he received WCHL approval more enthusiasm. 
for the purchase arlier this 
week in Vancouver and will 
have an announcement to
make on a coach within the 
next few days. 
He said he is attempting to 
sign Andy Hebenton, a 
former National Hockey 
League and Western Hockey 
League winger, who 
'coached Tulsa Oilers of the 
Central Hockey League for 
the last part of the current 
season. 
Rebentun is negotiating 
with Vancouver Canucks of 
the NHL, parent club of the 
Oilers, about a contract, 
Williams said, but the new 
Cougar owner said he feels 
he has a good chance of 
signing Hebenton. 
BRISCOE SIGNED 
Williams also announced 
that Bob Briscoe, a former 
employee of the Cougars, 
would be his assistant and 
director of player personnel. 
Briscoe coached the 
Cougars in the latterPdart of
the 1972-73 season a was 
recently a scout for Leth- 
bridge Broncos of the WCHL. 
Ginnell was not available 
for comment Wednesday, 
but it is expected he will 
remain in the league, 
possibly as a managercoach 
in a prairie city. 
Owner 
also 
coaches 
ATLANTA (AP) -- Ted 
Turner: owner and 
president ofAtlanta Braves, 
will take over as manager of 
' the National League 
baseball club for 10 days, it 
was announced Wednesday. 
A spokesman for the team 
said Braves manager Dave 
Bristol will he placed on 
special assignment as a 
scout for the team and will 
return as manager at the end 
of the 10-dey period. 
Turner, whose team 
currently is on a 16-game 
losing streak, was to 
manage his first game 
Wednesday night in Pitt- 
shurgh. 
The spokesman declined 
any further comment. 
BRAVES 
LOSE 
AGAIN 
Dave Parker's third- 
inning home run gave 
Pittsburgh Pirates a 2-1 
victory Wednesday night 
over Atlanta, extending the 
Braves losing streak to 17 
games and spoiling team 
owner Ted Tumer's debut 
as manager. 
Prior to the game, the 
colorful Turner decided to 
give his manager, Dave 
Bristol, a 10-day leave of 
absence. He took over the 
managerial reins himsbif, 
although he let coaches 
Vern Benson and Chris 
Caunizzaro made all the 
strategic moves. 
But the move didn't 
bother the Pirates at all. 
They posted their 11th 
consecutive victory behind 
winning pitcher John 
Candelaria, 4-0. 
The score was tied I-1 
when Parker belted his sixth 
home run of the season in 
the third inning. Parker had 
two hits in the game to 
extend his consecutive 
game hitting streak to 22 
and raise his batting 
average to .433--both ops in 
the major leagues. 
In other National League 
games, Bill Russell's two- 
run single off the left centre- 
field wall highlighted a five- 
run Los Angeles rally in the 
seventh inning that lifted the 
Dodgers over Montreal 
Expos 5-1. 
Johnny Bench'~s run- 
scoring double highlighted a 
two-run fourth inning that 
helued Cincinnati Reds 
down St. Louis Cardinals 5- 
I. 
Bill Madlock's two-run 
homer in the fourth inning 
snapped a I-I tie and lifted 
San Francisco Giants to a 4- 
2 victory over Philadelphia 
Phillies. 
J.R. Richard fired a five- 
hitter and contributed a 
single to Houston's f;ve.run 
third inning as the Astros 
posted an 8-2 vic~ry over 
Chicago, snapping tne. t•uDs 
six-game winning streaK. 
said he was trying to get a 
shot at the goal and that 
there was nothing else he 
could do. 
"As you know, Lafleur 
had a good shot," said 
Milbury. "There was no 
s~eStion that he was 
oGLing at me. I'm just 
sorry I didn't ake his head 
off. Maybe next ime I will." 
But Milbury will have to 
wait a game before he gets 
his chance. Tbe Boston 
defenceman was thrown out ~ 
for being the third man in an 
altercation with 13 seconds 
remaining in the third 
period. 
Earlier in the playoffs,. 
Milbury was given a gross 
misconduct and as a result 
of two ejections, he will have 
to sit out an automatic one- 
game suspension. 
So Cherry will dress A1 
Sims to replace Milbury and 
the Boston coach says he 
also plans to dress Jack 
Wensink for the third game 
of the series. 
Wensink sat out Tuesday 
night's game, but made a 
promise. 
"If I play Thursdaynight, 
Lafleur won't get out of the 
building alive." 
He added to that a t  the 
Bruins' practice Wednesday 
morning saying Lafleur 
Jets hang on tenaciously to 
squeeze past Nord, ques 
Bobby Hullhad a scoring suppor ters  chanted  
opportunity early in the "naiseux" (stupid). 
game when he skated in on 
Nordiques' goalie Richard 
Brodeur and fired a slapshot 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Willy 
Lindstrom and Dan 
Labrattan scored second- 
~ ried goals and the Win- peg Jets hung on to defeat 
Quebec Nordiques 2-1 in the 
first game of their best-of- 
seven World Hockey 
Association final • series for 
the Avco World Trophy 
Wednesday night. 
P~ulin Bordeleau scored 
the o,ly goal for Quebec in 
the third period. 
The game was a 
goaltender's duel as in- 
dicated by the score. 
Winnipeg outshot Quebec 
.12-6 in the first period but 
neither team managed to 
get on the scoreboard 
although both had their 
chances. 
IN EDMONTON 
Another boycott' 
may mar Games 
CALGARY (CP) -- It is 
premature to speculate 
whether black African 
nations will boycott the 1978 
Commonwealth Games to 
be held in Edmonton, Dr. 
Maury Van Vliet, president 
.of the Commonwealth 
Games Foundation, said 
Wednesday. 
In an address to the 
Calgary Chamber of 
Commerce, he said' history 
has shown that the African. 
nations do not confirm their 
attendance at the Games 
until three or four months 
before the Games begin, and 
that he saw nothing to 
change the situation. ' 
The African nations have 
threatened to boycott the 
Games, scheduled for Aug. 
3-12, 1978, over what they 
say~ are racist sports 
de:.,,ings between New 
Zealand end South Africa. 
Van Vliet baid if there 
were a problem, the 
Commonwealth Games. 
Federation, based in London 
and the external affairs 
department in Ottawa would 
deal with the situation. 
He said any change or dic- 
tates in terms of the Games' 
must come from the 
federation which 'is a 
democratic organization 
with each of the 48 members 
countries having one vote. 
Van Vliet said-that of the 
48 countries invited, only 17. 
have accepted to date. None ' 
were the 13 African nations 
that belong to the Com- 
monwealth, e said. 
"We are still optimistic 
that all the African nations 
will be at the Games .... " 
Askedlater by reporters if 
he felt an African boycott 
would necessitate can- 
ceiling the Games, Van Vliet 
said he is concerned about 
the 'situation but is op- 
timistic the Games will go 
ahead. 
"Our job is to prepare for 
these Games, which ,we are 
going to do, and which we 
are going to hold and are 
going to be excellent and 
outstanding, no matter 
who's there," he said. 
The Jets continued 
pressing and took the lead at 
2:22 of the second period 
which hit a goalpost, when Labraaten scored on a 
Quebec's Paulin Bur- pass from Dave Dunn. 
deleau had d good chance Labraaten took the pass 
when, coming back from a deep in his own end and 
penalty, he took a pass from after skating the length of 
Steve Sutherland on a two- the rink beat Brodeur with a 
men break but couldn't beat high slapshot to the goalie's 
Winnipeg oalie Joe Daley._ left. • Labraaten also played a 
Real Cloutier, who led the role in Winnlpeg's econd 
Nordiques and the league in goal at 13:30 of the second 
scoring this season, hit a period when, along with 
post at 10:40 of the first Peter Sulliyan, he set up 
~eriod and the red light Undstrom's goa l . .  
flashed on but referee Bill Lindstrom scorea on a 
Friday disallowed the goal. quick wrist shot from dose 
The Nordiques p.rotested range that surprised 
vehemently whale tbeir Brodeur. 
Bordelesu's goal at 7:00 of 
the third period, for a time 
lifted the sagging hopes Of 
Quebec fans but the Nor- 
diques were unable to tie the 
game on later power-play 
opportunities. 
The Nordiques outshot the 
• Jets 32-27 in a game where 
goaltending seemed to he 
everything as the WHA's top 
scorers from both teams 
were frustrated time and 
again. 
Quebec defenceman Paul 
Baxter was taken to hospital 
for examination after a 
second period run-in with 
Hull. Baxter was thought to 
have a sprained right ankle. 
I 
O~."  
But if Wensink has ideas 
about going after Lafleur, 
he will no doubt have to deal 
with people like Montreal 
defenee Rick Chartraw, 
of three games played. The 
teams taking part in the 
exhibition were Kitimat, 
Terrace, Prince George and 
Prince Rupert. 
Kithnnt 17 - Prince George I
The first game was bet- 
ween Kitimat and Prince 
Larry Robinson and Pierre 
Bouchard, who are hardly 
midgets on the ice. . George. This being 
"Nobody has got the Kitimat's second game, 
assignment ofteam goon or they turned on a really 
anything like. that," said impressive• performance 
Chartraw. "Everybody on with their forwards ob- 
the team protects viously having done a lot of 
everybody else. homework. 
• "It's a slur on the game The improvement in the 
when you have guys like forward power made the 
Wensink just around for that Kitimat team far more 
• type of purpose." balanced but the tackling on 
"They can't run us out of both sides needed lightening 
the rink. There is ho way up mid there scorned'to be 
they.  ca do it." far too much "headhun- 
"However they want to " 
play it, we can play it," UngP~ee George made the 
added Robinson. "But I enly score to lead at the turn.. 
can't see why they'd want o around with a ~ty  goal 
hit us all over the place and • from Dong Hughes after 
take foolish penalties, only 10 minutes play. Just 
especially when they're after the second half had 
down in the series." started t Kitimat was 
awar~ "Our club plays better 
when the going gets,rough," 
Char t raw noted .  
"Everybody gets going, gets 
charged up. 
"They'd have as much of 
a penalty 35 yards 
out. 
Dean Miakell was suc- 
cessful and tied the scores' at 
3-each. Then some five 
minutes into the half, a 
a chance if they played a lively Adrian. Jones sPrung 
Brahms lullaby during the loose at midfiald andran 
pre-game warm-up and , into a really good 'looking 
tried to' lull us to sleep." try, putting Kitimat into a 
WHA FIN#.L,$ 
side try. Deon Miskeil National Hockey League Campbell would not go into 
convermu. Action continued began a series of meetings details about the special 
and Prince George pulled in Wednesday that may NHLcommittee's search for 
a score through Neil determine whether there his successor. Campbell will 
Fleischmean who bulldozed will be an 18-team operation be 72 next July 9. There have 
in from five yards out. again next season, been reports that the 
Kitimat now led 13 points The NHL's finance committee already has 
to 7, then 15 minutes from committee started morning made its choice and that it is 
the end, put the game out df sessions before the board of NHL board chairman John 
reach for Prince George, governors cheduled a late Ziegler Jr., 43, of Detroit Red 
with Alwyn Telford scoring afternoon general meeting. Wings. 
from a loose maul, going in NHL president Clarence Any decision probably will 
on the blind side from side Ca, mpbell said the meetings not come until the NHL 
yards out. This completed probably will carry over annual June meetings in 
the scoring and Kitimat ran until late today. Montreal. . 
out, deserving winners, 17 Campbell and the owners Campbell said the NHI~ 
points to 7. ' expect o leave in time to has plenty of financial 
catch the third game of the worries. 
Terrace 8- Prince George 12 Stanley Cup final at Boston NHL owners have lost be- 
Prince George was tonight. - tween $12 million and $18 
~aoYindgagyistS second match n The finance committee million this season, 
and was deter- discussed the question of depending whose figures 
mined not to lose two in a new ownershipin Cleveland, you take. It is believed the 
row. This game proved where Sanford Greenberg Barons' Ioss of $3.5 million is 
entertaining and the day has been" reported putting the largest among the 18 
was more suited to sun- together afinaneialpackage clubs with Colorado 
bathing than rugh~.. After to purchase the Barous from Rockies, wbo~moved to 
Saturday night, I m sure principal owner Mel Swig. Denver from Kansas City 
that's what a lot of players Campbell said no decision last year, second with losses 
would rather have been has been made on transfer reported at $2.7 million. 
doing, of ownership. 
The projection for the 
NHL next season is still 18 The tackling in this game 
was an improvement on teams "but it could be 
Saturday's match and • definitely less . . .  "Camp- 
everybody enjoyed them- .bell said. 
selves. Prince George did in. Cleveland has said that 
fact win this game, 12 to 8. unless the club has a new 
The scorers for Prince owner. "it's going to be 
George were Dan Ryan, l iquidated," Campbell 
John Mandryk and Jerry added. 
Hughes; they all registered The Barons lost more than 
tries to account for the 12 '$3 million in their first 
points. Scoring for Terrace season in Richfield, Ohio, 
were Junior Gingles who °utside Cleveland, after 
scored a really excellent moving from 'Oakland, 
try, linking up_ with his three Calif., where the league 
quarters and running in dropped more than $8 
~omjust outside the 25yard million operating the 
line, and Nell Fleisclunann, franchise before Swig 
this time in Terrace colors, purchased it. 
crashing in for his usual LEAGUE GIVES MONEY 
Late in "February, the hard-worked score. league came to the rescue 
Terrace 6 - Prince Rupert 4 again, with the help of the 
The final Sunday. af- NHL Players' Association, 
allowing the Barons to 
ternoon game saw a tired complete their sea~on. The 
Terrace team taking on a NHLPA put up $600,000, and 
second game in one day. the owners and Swig himself 
Luckily, Prince Rupert another ¢350000 ani oo~' 
were notat  full ~en~ ~ Now, they ~nst De~a~0ie to 
me matcneatum come up with the money 
into even all the sconng t q"  ; f " tha will allow them to 
was in the second hal. operate next season before 
Terrace scored first with' the NHL allows them to go 
Big Bob Shewchuck going in ' ahead,and this money must 
for a major score under the come from the infusion of 
posts as the result of a new capital from a new 
|orward rush which owner. 
developed from the line out. 
The sure foot of Al West- 
brook made the convert 
good. Terrace was in front 6 
toO. 
In the last five minutes 
Prince Rupert's Mo Gomez 
~ ta  scare into the home am by touching down; 
fortunately for Terrace they 
missed ,the kick. 
There was no more 
scoring and the home team 
ran out, winning 6 points to 
4. 
q'his weekend Terrace vs 
Kitimat -- watch for more 
details; come and watch a 
man's game! ! 
- r  Tt- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
JIM'STACKLE SHOP 
Quality Fresh and Salt Water Fishing Tackle 
/ 
"Ha(dy • Fenwick- Ambassadeur - Algonquin 
. I~ , , ck  - R ichmake"  
Fly Tying & Rod Building Supplies 
Souvenirs & Local Crafts 
~k Our prices are fair 
, Shop& Compare 
4120 Hwy. 16 East , 635-947[ 
Fi ht  g. .  ,t. J j  
Called - off 
HAMILTON (CP) -" Fight 
promoter Roger Yachetti 
says a proposed world 
welterweight title match on 
June 7 between Clyde Gray 
of Toronto and champion 
Pipping Cuevas of Mexico 
will have to be postponed 
because Cuevas has suf- 
fered a nose injury. 
'.'I now have to somehow 
negotiate a new deal for a 
new date," said Yachetti. "I 
would think that 
realistically speaking this 
has to b 9 held by June 29 or 
not at all." 
Yachetti said he received 
a telegram from Cuevas's 
manager on Monday, but he 
is not sure of the extent of 
the injury suffered in a 
training session. Gray's 
manager, Irv Ungerman, 
said in Toronto he alsd re- 
ceived a telegram seeking a
,postponement of at least a 
week. 
The fight had been 
scheduled for Ha~nilton's 
Ivor Wynne Stadium on 
June 7. Yachetti said he has 
been offered the June 28 and 
29 dates at Ivor Wynne 
The Mower That 
Virtually Eliminates 
Tun Ups. 
• Solid State ignition 
1l- 
it. 
J- 
266 
Solid State 
LAWN-BOY 
"Terrace Equipment Sales ,Ltd. 
4539 Greig Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
Montreal won the game 3-0 
to take a 2-0 lead in the 
series. 
Lafleur hit Milbury with a 
shot just inside the blueline 
with about eight minutes 
gone in the third period. 
Bruins' goaltender Gerry 
Cheerers was incensed 
enough to come out of the 
crease and point his finger 
menacingly at the Montreal 
right winger. 
Milbury also had some 
Words with Lafleur, who had 
also slashed the Boston 
defenceman i the second 
period. 
"Make no mistake about 
it," said Bruins' coach Don 
Scaling down 
 BOSTON sAYs YES I Rugby action TE SME T 
rui face? " Did Guy aim at B n's 
• ahead' in NHL re~zq~. BOSTON (CP) -  Guy in the second ~ame of the Cherry, "Lafleur shot a t  "wants to keep an eye on TeTrrhaiSePwUa t tl~:evke:~ for l ad which they were not Lafleur's name is held in series Tues ay night. Milbury's face." me, because if I get a some hectic rugby union Swrtlyafter Frank Maag 
Not so, says Lafleur'. He • chance, I'll cut his head activity. There were a total scampered in from 35 yards out for a well taken blind NEW YORK (CP) -  The On another question, 
t o- ,  
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TERRACE 635-6357 KITIMAT 632-5706 . . . .  
14. Business Personal 33. 'For  Sale - M isc .  48. Suites for  Rent 49. Homes for  S.ale 57. Automobi les  58. T ra i le rs  58. Mobi le  t )rues e 
I I I i  
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street Price Skeena Forest Product's HILLSIDE LODGE Older 1200 sq. ft. spllt.levdl, 3 "For'Sale: 1975 Mustang II Math GOSSAN For Sale: 30 ft. trailer with ~ Y e
triple axle with bail hitch. Also P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. B&B & SON Ltd. will have a sale of low 4450 Little Avenue bdrm. home for sale. Nelson h 302, V.B. Very~ good shape. CREEK 
Phone 635.6357 - Terrace ~CE DAR SHAKES grade lumber Monday through Sleeping rooms, housekeepin[; Rood, New Remo. Needs mlnor Fina nclng possible. Call 635- one triple axle ~ th springs and 
Phone632-5706. Kltlmat Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- . units, centrally located. Fully repairs. Idaal. starter home. 4636daytlme.635.9797evenlngs. On 1.86acre lot. 1100sq. tt. of electric brakes Ball hitch on 
Subscription rates: Single Copy BOX 571 livlngareainthis12x43mobile fifth wheel hc k.up. All for: 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier Or phone marked - $20 per 1000 bd. ft. furnished. ReaSonable rates by Owner eager to sell. Make an ctf) homewith 14x43 addition. This 
Economy - S40 per 1000 bd. ft. dayor week. Non-drinkers only. offer. Will accept lot or mobile ~ '~ $3,000. Ask for O~ry. Phone 8,17. 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 635-3689 (clf) Phone.63S-6611. (cff) nomeon trade. Call 112-562.6651 PRICED FOR QUICK home is completely finished 3702. Call after p.m. (p9) with a carport & patio doors 
Yearly by mail In Canada or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) SALE  lead from master bdrm. to a For Sale: 1975 "2x68 Lemonte 
$40.00. Senior Citizens 520.00 per Terrace, B.C. Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. sundeck. 
year. (ctf) Antiques, all useable Items. " Full basement, 1~/2 baths, half For Sale: house on 5 acres on mobile home. Furnished or 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 'Goiden Rule: Odd lobs for the The FUrniture Stall block from schools, 5 minute the bench. Phone 635.4453. (cffJ 1964 Mercury 750 Tandem Lot is landscaped, featuring unfurnished. P~one 635.58t7. 
~1.00. 635.3202 walk 'from town. Suitable for dump truck in good running established berries, fruit' (cff) " 
Authorized as second class mail jobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 families. 5250 per month. 6- ~mily home on one acre on condition, trees, lots of perennials, lawn _ 
by the Post Office Department, Kalum. (ctf) month lease. Apply Suite 108 - Bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of & garden area. Also root 
Oltawa and for payment of Big Bad John ~o Scott. ( c t f )  comfortablellvlng. 3bedrooms, 635-7838 cellar, garden shed, work 66. Campers 
postage In cash, MR. FIXlT 2 bathrooms, rec room, shed, chicken pen. Taxes S50 
aasslfleds due 24 hours pri0r to Anywhere, anytime For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  ctf lastyr. Washer, dryer, fridge, For Sale: TrlF ~ E Holldey 
deslred day of publicatlon. $2.00 Small "motor tune-ups a is in town with a with full  basement ' and workshop and much more. Try onsign your car, truck De stove lncludecl n the low price Trailer. Frldge, rove& heater. 
forflrst20w0rds, 10 cents each specialty. Phone 635-4602 truck full of fresh fireplace. In town. Phone 635. your offer..638-1790, cff trailer. Leta professional sell it, of S29,500. Phone Sleeps six. Call 35.3525. (pll) : 
woPd thereafter. No refunds on Evenings. 635.4565 days. (cff) 5213. (ctf) For Sale: beautiful iog house on for you. 635.2968days 
uo. , , ,e~ .de  GENERAl' ;0kanagan Apples Rent: duplex on bench. V= acre lot at Lakelse Lake. Copper Mountain 635.7749evenings 1970 Kaplun ardtop tent 
• Large, 3"bedrooms, fenced. Includes propane stove and Enterprises Ltd. (p2,3,4,8,9) trailer. Apply 2 Pine Park 
635-4373 Trailer Court or ~hone 658.1804 
1. Coming Events CARPENTRY ~on.  636-7987 evenings. (clf) frldge~ fireplace and more. 
Weight Watchers meeting' held Come see our Serious inquiries only. Contact DL 00605A For Sale: 10'x52' Buddy m0bl-il"~ after 4 p.m. (c ;) 
evef'.y Tuesday at 7p.m. at the Low Rates For Rent: 2 bedroom suite. A.15 Skeena Valley Trailer ctf "" home, No. 17 Timberland Traller Court. Asklng $4,500. For Sale: 1968 :ravel trailer. 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 No lob too big or small, free prod UCtS Fridge & stove. No pets. Park. (p11) " 1967 Ford Falrlane 289 auto. Phone 635.$087.. (p9) 
Lazelle Avenue. estimates on remodelling, Thornhllh Phone 635.6668. (p9) Excellent condlt|on. Phone 63:;- Phone 635.4246. c9) 
roofing, porches, siding, t-or Sale: a good buyl 3 9993afler9:30p.m. AskforTed, Take over bank payments on For sale: 13 ft. 1975 Triple I~ 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club )alnting, spraytex ceiling, across from Cedar Place bedroom non.basement home Room 203, A Dorm, Northwest 12'x62' Ambassador mobile • trailer. Like no,.... Has all ex- 
wi l l  commence play each Phone635.4094 Apartments on 65x120 ft. 10t. Excellent College. (p7,8,10) home. Large 2 bedroom joey tras. Phone632-69~1afferSp.m. 
ay  location. $28,000. Furniture Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will ~skfor Johnaffer6 p.m. ,~f ,  Safew 4~=~ Welsh Avenue shackaffached. Phone635.4789. available. Phone 635-5339. (p9) For Sale: 1975 Sierra Gl'ande (c10) 
be In room a, Caledonia High ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. Suite 113 Suburban GMC, 4 wheel drive. (p9) ! 
School. All bridge players are  Invited to attend. For Refrigeratlve Contracting and (p8) Ter race ,  B.C. 51. Business Locations Complete with 800 lb. warn For Sale: 24x52 Safeway 1974tent railer. ~lardtop, thrse 
partnership or Information household repairs. Phone 635. 635-7056 winch and roof rack. Phone635. doublewlde mobile home. 3 wings, sleeps 6. Hardly used. 
phonetiC5.7356. (eft) 5976or 638.1231. (eft) 5 acres for cropplng fop rent. 7987 evenings. (cff) bedroom, 1V= baths, ut i l i ty  Owner leaving country, must 
. . . . .  Phone 635.6490 after S p.m. One OFFICE SPACE room. Sat up in Woodland sel I. Make offer. Phone 635-2621. 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters Now Open electr'ic stove for sale. In good New 1,2and 3beclronm suites For Sale: 1963 Merc dump 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll ANDRE'S condition.' $80. (p8) ' for rent. Fridge ~/a stove, FOR LEASE truck. GVW 2400. Good run.,;Ing Heights Trailer Court. Sacrifice. (c9) 
' drapes, carpet, rec area - 1800sq.if, downtown Terrace. conditlonall way round. Asking at $17,900. Owner being 
Elemontery School, 7:15 p.m. ENTERPRISES  LTD.  SELL ING sauna and pool table. Only 15mai le r  areas available. $1000. Phone 635-4094 after 6. ]ransferred. C.al1635.5627after6 For Sale: 10, c~ mpar. Sleeps 
New members welcome from R.V.  Parts & Auto apartment In town with (cff) ,~.m. (c12) five. 3.burner pr pane stove & : 
Terrace and Thornhilh Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs .  Hay Straw security enterphone and 635-4636 For Sale: 1966~ Volkswagen 2 bedroom trailer for rent. Icebox. Best off ". Phone 635- 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. American and Import elevator. Absolutely no pets. ' Manager Beetle car without engine. Phone635.3202or635.2368. (ctf) 3152. (p9) 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting Car's. Western Tack (c,) , (cff). Interior in good condition - $75. 
• LOW RENTAL held every 2nd and 4th 3026 Hw~'. 16 East English Tack Bachelor suites available to:' For Rent: Ground floor corn- Jacuzzi water pump. One-thlrd • H.P. Like new. Asking $150. 
Thursday every month at 8p.m. Phone 638-1710 GroomJn[  persons 55 and over in "The merclal or office space. 4646 
Phone635.6641. (eft) Lakelse. Phone 635.4925. (ctf)' Utility trailer full of Chev 
Willows", 3404 Kalum Street, engine parts. Open to offers. 
INCHESAWAY " Equipment Terrace, B.C. Apply Terrace 638.1849. (pl0.) 
Community ServiceS, 4603D OFFICE SPACE 
CLUB Webb Refrigeration 635-5617 ParkAve., Terrace, B.C. 635. FOR RENT REPOSSESSION FOR SALE 
Meet every Tuesday night at 84623 SOUCIE 635-2188" I.H.C. Tandem Dump Truck, 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 5135. (c9) 
more Information phone 635- Topqualltyalfalpha, CloVeran( 1973 hH.C. pickup, 1971 Ford 
timothy mlxture ln barn. $70 par! For Rent: 1 bdrm. apt. I~ot Approx. 600fl. of office space. Pinto, 1974 12x68 Vista Vil la 
2847 or635.3023,. ~ ton or $1.75 per bale. Write water & heating. Close to school t~'ime location. Phone Mobile Home. Phone 635.6310. " 
'Meet ing-  Terrace B.P.O.E. Authorized Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- in Thomhill. Phone 635.3020 635-2496 After 5- 635-9405. (cff) 
(Elks L~lge).'First'and Third Service Depot .derhoof, B.C. (cff) after 3 p.m. (pg) (cff) ' .. 
'Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. . ~ Tram,ere - Plates- sales:Tax. (,;~ 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - Repairs to Refrigerators~ ForSale: N(~R cash RgglSl~r, 8 ;For, Refif!.~;l~'fdl|y ftJr'nisht~d . . . . . . . . .  See Wightman & Smith - 
F/.~zdrs, WaLkE~rs; D~yei's; :d~'parf~n~r;f to ta l ,  ~'ec~on - bachelor suite Including ail 52. Wanted to Rent AUTOPLAN Agent. 4611 
second and~=.ourth ~onday of And Ranges" ditioned, very rellable type of utilities and cablevislon. 2 WANTED Lakelse Ave., Terrace. Open 
Month._ (Ctf) machine. Winderland General blocks from centre of town. 4 bedroom furnished or semi- -Sat. (cff) 
Parents Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, Phone 635.6672 or 635-2819. (p9)*' furnished house out-of.town as 
in Crisis AuL~E EL~'CTRIC LTD. 635-4636. ctf * soon as possible. Phone Allan at 1976 XR7 Cougar. Has some 
Are you making your own life Class A Electric.el Con- : Ma 635.6357" after 2 p.m. (st,) extras. View at 2411 Pear. 635- 
and your children's miserable? tracting. Rree Estimates. For Sale:'spruce logs sultabl~. Clinton nor 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you Phone 635.5876or 638.1231. (cff) for log houses: 63.5-2603. (df) 56. Business Opportun i ty  1973 Gran Torlno. P.S., new 
become the loving constructive =urnishedstudloor Tbedroom parent you really want to be. DO IT NOW For Sale: 2 wood cook stoves. 
All enquiries absolutely Handyman Services: Home Open to offers. 635.2485. (c9) apartments. Phone For Sale: Older rental unit for brakes, new shock.absorbers, 
• Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 638-103 . sale. Four 2 bedroom suites, new exhaust" system, low 
confidential. Phone Mary or around the house~ and grounds. For Sale: carpet.laying t~ols, o r  Good location. Priced to sell. mileage. Excellent condition. 
John - 635.4419 or Jane - 635- (No job too small). Reasonable Hot Iron- electric, knee kicker 635-4321 Phone 635.9471. (.~tf) Open to offers. 635.5625. (c9) 
4607. (ctf) rates. Phone - - and a cookie cutter. Phone 635. ctf 
635-2435 t 3867. (p9) .57. Automobi les  . 1972ExcellentInternationalconditlon.TravelalhNew 
Kermode Four INheelers (cff) For Rent: ful ly furnished For Sale: 1968 International V2 brakes. A.C., P.S., P.B., 
MeetlngslstV/ednesdayofeach - -  35; Swap & Trade trailer. 12x60. $225 per month, ton. V.8 automatic. Phone 635- radials. $2200 OBO. 635-2485. 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting KILGREN EXCAVATING 
rpom at the Sandman Inn. For Small cat work, 420JD. Land- Wllllng to Trade: our Elec- Also ~mall 2 bedroom at $110 3378. d f  (c9) 
further Information phone 635- scaplng, backfil l ing, stump trohome 25" colour console TV per month. Located at 3347 
3442. removal, clearing. Truck, In good condltion for a portable Kofoed St. No animals. (pg) For Sale: 1968 Ford LTD. 1963 1974 Bobcat. Standard tran- 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. color TV. Phone 635.2744. (c9) • B.C. Heart Foundation In deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. For Rent In Thornhilh one Chev Station Wagon. 1963 emission, radial tires. 52,000. Pontiac 4-dr. Sedan. Will Phone 635.3178 after 6 p.m, 1973 
Memorial Donations may be Phone635-3112. Ask for Wayne. 37. Pets bedroom furnished apartment, consider trade for plckup. Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
$140 per month. Singles only. Phone 635.9302 after 6 p.m. little use. $800. (cff) 
sent to,Terrace Unit, Box 22, ,[~ctf) . . . . . . . . . . . .  For sale: Elkhound puppies. - ; ,~  
Terrace, B.C. 19. Help Wanted Three females. $20. Six weeks Phone 635.2065. (pg) (p12) Complete 197510V2' Kit Kamper Instant " .~  f~ i - ' - '~  
old. 635.4305. (p9) on , ton Ford F250 camper ~.~, ~, 
ANONYMousALCOHOLICS "Part time receptionist-typist 38.Wanted - Misc.  Suites for Rent spareF°r Sale: 1974 Dodge Monaco. 2 r i m s  with tire . 1 ad- speclal. P.B. & P.S., auto. 1 9 7 5 F 2 5 0  Ford super caband canopy \~Rep lay~~~P~.  i !! ~~61 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. required. Insurance and real ~-~/~ 
estate experience preferl'ed. Wanted to buy: Jackpine logs.' k~;e y,s, t o n • C O U r t dltionalAsklng $2,850.new tIre.Phone33,000635.5008.miles. FordRanger'~/=P'B'ton & P.S.,pickup.aUto.F1001973 / 
Phone Apply in person to Pruden & Phone 635.2603. (cff) Apartments. Office No. (c9) Ranger. P.B., P.S., auto. 1973 
638.1021 Currle or Braid Insurance, 
635./423 Terrace. (c11) Wanted: 65 spruce or hemlock 2-4611 Scoff. One, ~wo Mercury sedan. P.B., P.S., 
building logs. 18to 20Inches, 45' and  three bedroom For Sale: 1968 VW in  good P.W., auto. Apply to A53 
The Skeana G~d Band, Stage " TAXI DRIVERS ft. long. Phone'635-3549. (p11) apartments, condition. 60,000 miles. $900. Terrace Trailer Court, 4625 
. . . . .  635.4336 after 5 p.m. (plO) Graham Ave., Terrace, B.C. Band and the Terrace Purple Full time, part time. Class 4 
Band, allwlnners of the Pacific Ilcence and police permit 39. Boats & Engines 635-5224 OFFERS FOR VEHICLES (p9) 
Northwest Music Festival, will required. Contact manager, For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Merc OFFERS: Plainly marked on For Water Wells and Pumping Systems 
be giving their final night Terrace Tax i -  635-2242. (ctf'~ cruiser. Inboard-outboard, 1 49. Homes for Sale the envelope"offerfor P.T. no. 1974 Toyota Corona, seven 
concert on May 13, at 8 p.m. In ' 7" will be received by the un- radial tires, radlo, excellent call 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 24. Situations Wanted year old. 92 hours. Cal1635;6636. ' I-IOBBYFARM derslgned on an lndlvldual or lot condition, only 1900 miles. G00DWIN DRILLING 
Everyone Is Invited to aflend. "WORK WANTEI)- (dfl  i2x56 mobile home and 12x56 basis up to 3 p.m., June I, 1977 Owner leaving country. Make 
. offer. Phone 635.2621. ((:9) (106,7,$,9,10) . . . . . . .  Bulldozing, basement digglngl 18' flbreglass over plywood complete addition contalning 3 for the following which may or 
GARAGE SALE landscaping etc. Backhoe work,, boat. e0 HP Mercury. Asking bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall may not be complete and 1973 Chevy V= ton pickup. 6 Dealers for Starite Pressure Systems. 
Saturday, May 14 roto-tllllng, post hole digging. $2250. Phone 635.2017. carpet on V= acre on school bus located "as Is and where Is" at cylinder, 3 speed. 1972 Chevy t/~ 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Phone (108,9..13,14) run. Fenced and landscaped, the Ministry of Highways Yard, ton pickup. 4x4. 307,.V8, 4 speed. 
at 635.6782 green house, chicken house Terrace, B.C. 1973 Datsun 610. Good mileage Call 635-4073 Eveni 5012 Park (ctf) 16 ft. fibreglass canoe with complete with chickens, large 1970 International V~.ton' car. 635-6880. (p11) 
tudor mount. $250 or best offer, garden area, small fruits, berry Panel, Model 1100D Reference 
(p9) 32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  Call 635.4559. (c9) bushes and fruit tPees. Open to No. S.3975. 1972 Datsun Pickup. 1974 
'GARAGE SALE 3271 between 7and 10 p.m. and Truck, Model 1700 Reference crewcab, 1973 Ford ~/~ ton. Call ~ I  I J~(~] [~(~[~ 1 Sat. May 14.10 a.m. 1975 Honda 400 Super Sport, 41. Mach inery  for  Sale all reasonable offers. Call 635. 1971 Internatlonal4.ton Dump Dats'un 2 door. 1973 Ford 
491264914Lazelle Low mileage. 1974GMCSprlng 1970 Cat D6C Dozer. Rope weeken_ds. (st,) No. 5.4349. c.w 196"1 M.O.H. 636-6636 or ,609 Skeena St. (cff) '1  I ~ 1  REALT ' /  LT , ' .  
Furniture, Household Items, 350C; 3 speed, automatic. Phone canopy, . wlnch & standard FOR SALE Underbody Plow, Re,. No. B. 
Sports Equipment. Vast 635.5143. (p9) shift, pads. Good operating 3129. For Sale: 36 passenger school 
assortment of useful Items. 5 bedroom famlly home on two ~ [ ~ 0 ~ ~  
(¢9) 1974750 Honda With extras, condition.1403 after Phone5 p.m.624"5491(c91 or 627- smalland o e.thirdpanabode.aCres.GardenBarnplot.and formation,T° view c nt ct°r for thefUrtherDlstrlctin" 635-6937bus" Phone. venings.635"2600 till(ctf)5 p.m. Ph ne 
Phone 635-7982. (c12) ........ ~'. . Highways Manager, Ministryof "- 
GARAGESALE 33. For Sale. Misc. '43 .  Rooms for Rent View at 4=~a SparksSt. Highways & Pub,c Works, 58. Mobile Homes ; , ~ ~  ,~.,1~" ~ l~e~ 
(Including miscellaneous or phone Terrace, B.C. For Sale: 1974 Monarch 
.crafts) For Sale: Coppertone 15 cubic Room for rent in the bench area 635.3620 Llcences and registrations Moduline trai ler. Frldge & ' ~ ~ '  k - 
Saturday, May 14th  feet,ridge and matching range, with kitchen facilities. Phone after 5 p.m. (pJS, are not Included. stove. Located In1.  Pine Park. ~r~ ~ l i i  
10:00-2:"  Bestoffer. Phone 635-3152. (p9) 635.3971. (ctf) Offers must be accompanled Willsellfurnishedlfnecessary. 411  
49055traume For sale: 3 bedroom house with by a certified cheque or money Will consider rental purchase. 
Somethlng for every member of For Sale or Lease. Toyota Room for rent for gentleman. 2 bedroom basement suite. "order made payable to the 635-3246. (ctf) 52 DAVY CRESCENT 
the filmily. (i)9) Forklift. Capacity approx. 1500 Large furnished room for rent Suite has outside entrahce. In Minister of Finance for 10 per 37 PARTRIDGE STREET Four bedroom h0n ~, three up 
Ibs. Gasoline model. Also for with kitchen facilities. Private "'town. Phone 635.9593. (1=9,14) centof thcbld. If the successful Well kept deluxe 3 bdrm. 12x68 Five bedroom home with new and one down. N.:tural gas, 
GARAGE SALE sale. 7. button cash reglster, entrance, near town. Phone635. 
4734Tuck Phone 635.7706 after 5:30. 4013. (ctf) For Sale: 2 furnished older bidder subsequently wlthdraws Safeway Manor. Unfurnished gas furnace. Two large hot water heat, f~nl ly room 
....... his offer, the 10 per cent but includes ,ridge, stove, bedrooms built over garage, downstairs, two athrooms, 
Sat. May !4. 9 a.m..l:30 , (c8,9,12,14) rental houses; 2 bdrms, in each. payment shall be liable to skirting, Ioey shack. Excellent Two bathrooms. An inex. Franklin firepla~ ~. Double 
Bergalns: household articles, 47. Homes for Rent In town on prime lots. Revenue forfeiture, buy. 59,500. Phone 635-2715. )enslve home In good repair carport.Anlcefam '.yhomeat 
$400 p.m. Asklng $25,000for both The highest or any offer w i l l  (p9) for alargefamllyat ... $37,000. plants, toys, baby furnishings, Moffat electric range. Excellent Small one bedroom furnished $52,500. 
clothing, books, furniture, etc. condition. Three yea~sotd. $250. duplex for rent at ~68 Moun-' units. Approx. 100 percent notnecessarlly be accepted, but '"  
• . occupancy past3 years to date. the bearer of a successful bid rRAILER DROP IN FOR A FREE CA 'TALOGUE .|p9). Phone 635-3552.. (p8) talnvlew Blvd. Phone 63~.2577. 635.2680. (c8,9) AND LOT 
'9. In Memor iam Dining room suite, walnut, four .(ctf) will be required to pay the S.S. 330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  BC.  Tax. FOR SALE 
t~l~RE,-'J'ah-n-(Pee Wee) chairs, newly upholstered. Also For Rent: "2 bdrm. house. 3 bedroom cosy type home. W.w A.W. Charlton, 1972 three bedroom Capewood H.J. (Herb) Johnston 63~-2915 
Inlovlngmlmoryof PeeWee Sansul amldlifler, turntable, Washer & dryer. Partially carpet, fireplace..Reasonably CHAIRMAN set up and sklrted on 75x200 D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.31~1i 
who palledaway May 14, 1972.. large three way speakers, furnished. $200 per month, priced. 1945 Bobslen Crescent. Purchasing Commission fenced lot. Joe~/ shack Is In- K.D. (Kay) Schooley 6324692 
A lwayl  remembered by Offers considered. Phone 635. Gossen Cr. Sub. 635-4336 after 5 Phone 635.3802 between 5 p.m. Parliament Buildings ' sulated and wired. Make an R.E. (Ed) Scaife 632.6092 
Morn, J ,dyand Don. (p9) 2621. (c9) ~.m. '(pl0) and8p.m. Asklng$38,000. (c10) VICTORIA, B.C. (c9) offerlPhone635-4454after6, st, - , ' ' 
:i 
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Victims warned of dang.erous s Is 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) -- Northwee[ is needed for 
Migrating salmon and 
steelhead in the Columbia 
River got a welcome push 
Monday and Tuesday mghte 
when all five dams on the 
river's midpoint opened 
gates to aid the fish's move- 
ment downstream. 
Howard Raymond of the 
National Marine Fisheries 
Service said he was "very 
encouraged" with the 
results of the emergency 
plan to aid fish runs ham- 
pored by low water levels. 
An artificial spring 
freshet was created when 
water was released hy 
wer generation. 
ymond said the spillage 
would continue throughout 
the week at least, depending 
on the movement ofthe fish." 
The river flow is raised 
during•he day to push the, 
fish through the reservoirs, 
where they might otherwise 
remain and be easy prey for 
QUEBEC (CP)  - -  An 
armed forces spokesman 
sald Wednesday a warning 
not to handle suspicious 
shells had been issued to 
soldiers cleaning up a target 
range where two men were 
killed and  nine injured 
Tuesday hy an exploding 
shell. 
"A specialist would never provincial police to com- NOT SPECIALISTS An intensive cleanup of alon'e for a special ex- 
plek up a suspicious she l l , "  plete their investigations. "Thaywere not explosives 'the target area is routinely plosives team. 
edded cap•, Marc Sauce, Among the injured" xpec.iniists, but possessed done at this time of year, The Valcartier base was 
officer in charge of the soldiers, Gnsten Tremblay, sqfficient knowledge in the Dupuis said. the scene of another fatal 
Valeartler firing range. 21, of St. Jerome, was in matter to undertake this As well, a explosion in July, 1974, when 
Aeeroner'sinquestintothe critical condition Wed- operation," he said. . superficial inspection is six cedets were killed and 30 
incident opened briefly he•day with head injurles. The evening before the made after each firing ses- injured by a hand grenade. 
Wednesday. Another two, Robert cleanup, the men had sion to retrieve shells that . . . . .  
Lecours, 19, of Ornery,lie and received instructions on the may not have exploded on Thelive grenade was mixed 
District coroner J. At- Alain Pilote, 22, of different types of shells they contact. . in with dummy grenades of 
mand Drouin officially Chicoutimi, "are in" serious were liable to find in the • a different color, in a 
indent,fled the. two victims-- condition but out of danger, field, he said. : "The three-day cleanup munitions class. 
Jacques Provencher; 19, Of Dupuis said 45 men of the At the same t ime they" that  had started Tuesday 
Cap de la Madeleine and Fifth Combat Group signals were reminded of the dif- was to get rid of" about 50 Averdict is due June 21 in. 
Robert Fournier, 20, of corp weredoinga"saasonai re  rent  colors of live and artil lery shells. Those the criminal negligence trial 
Laprairie--and then ad- .cleanup" of the target range dummy shells--the-first are identified as dummies were of ~Capt. Jean-Claude 
joumed the hearing to allow when the explosion took black or khaki, while the to be collected, while sus- Giroux, who was conducting 
the armed forces and quebec  p~ace. 
predators. Lieut.-Col. Pierre Dupuis 
At night, when they are told a news conference the 
ready to pass a dam, water shell that exploded at" the 
is spilled so that not all of nearby Valcartier base was 
them have to pass through placed in a truck used to 
the dam's turbines, a fatal gather training refuse. 
journey for most. He said the warning had 
Once the peak migration been issued Monday night, latter are blue• picious ones were to be left the class. - -  
federa l  reservoirs up- has passed  the river's 
stream, but it took an order midpoint, the spilling IJ,S, ENVOY 
from the Federal Power operation will progress ~,~me,v  
Commission to getutilitthe further downstream, past At'° " oil ed- - /  ~ ~1. |~.  o I I~LEq, ,~|  
countyChelan' DouglaSpublic.and Grant dams.McNary nd John Day S • lISlI q~dm 18d~ O W  Y I I ID[  ~ • • II~ ] S~Sb ' -h  n I~  I . . . .  • _  
districts to open the spffl Later the fish will be _ SPRAY r e z n n e v  gains 
gates on the fwe dams. pushed past The Dalles and WASHINGTON (Router) controversial U.S. am- ment was also upset over • | " o 
The PUDs argued~ that Bormevllle dams and out to -- The ~outh African hassador to the United Na- press reports that Young OTTAWA "(CP) IV fk I~ ~ fB421f 'kmt l i ' l  
every arop of water ih.the sea.  ' government •as approve8 at iens,  but ant onthe date he planned tomeet leaders of Government backbencher M A r l  I # l b # l b ~ b t p l  
:::.:::~:.:.:.:~:::::.::.:.:.:.:.:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::~:::::::.:.:::.::::::::::z::::::::.:~.::;:::::.:::*::~:...~.:.~...`.:~:. visit by Andrew Young, the .had originally planned, black factions in South Jack  Pearsall, Coast- ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .. m ....... -' "-- "to 
. . . . . . . .  " TheU.S.ststedepartment Africa without any con- Coquitlam, said Tuesday .w . ,~ .z~'z 'u~ tAt"~ ..-- .saying.mac wo~a ?u .,_ 
7.6% RATE said in a statemunt Wed- suits•ion with it. that a British Columbia tticnaro. ~ixon, in erie leave .me cao.na,~e m me 
__  • rat , . . nesday: " It  has been. The department said government decision to secon.a, oz a. series ot e~,reo~_mego..~...~.. 
~ I I ~  &~ I I~  I I~ IA  I~AMI~ J A N  t . - -  I decided that Ambassador Young .was expected to spray spruce budworm ~elevzszon mcervtews, ot . : t . '~ats . .~ 'v~/ue~ . . 
I.   SJlI  %. III1 ,tl ~oung wi l l  travel m ~outh mage stops in Ghana and infected woods v~ith a ~porcrays ~oviet leaner ~lxononersntsappramal 
IF" '  Africa on May 21." : Uberia later this week, and chemical federal officials Leo.nid .Bre.zhnev as.a firm ~ forn~...er .state seci~etary 
___e . . . . . . .  _@ _~ __  __  He had eriginaily intended that he principal purpeee for conslder dangerous is an a.so]~msuc.a~a.aover~ry Henry tu~m[;er,,as Well 
nrir mg "nr  rlgln l to visit Johannesburg on bls trip te Africa was to lead frilhtenin~ inmeoayswnenmesoviec '  me ~ovie~ leaa.ers, ann 
p I I V V V  H I V  I lV i l l~b~ " MaylSnnd20 • the American deleaation to Pearsallr'teld the Com- Unionnand the U.S. were emphnsisesthatnehimself 
• m . V Renorts fro~! So,th Afri~_,th~ United Nntl0"ns con- mort, ~_nvlrnnm~nt on• .  pursuing amutual policy of originated the attempeen 
OTTAWA (CP) -- New RUNNING AHEAD CONTROLS SEEM TO sald~e Pretorla gov-~-nm'--en't-fe-rence on--TAmbabwa (Rho- mi't~em'~'r'~i"clen[sof-th-e detente, reconciliation with China. 
consumerprice index figures The monthly increase in HELP was anxious that a visit by de•in) and Namibia (South Fraser Canyon area have Nixon, sources said, Surveying his fore|gn 
due out today are expected to the rate of inflation now is Thelatest inflation figures Young, who has made n~ Africa) in Mabuto objected to'the ,-',~vtnciai credits Brezhnev with being ~licy over 5~ years., ~txon 
show that the inflation rate running well ahead of will focus critical attention secr-'~e of his dislike for that Mozambi-ue, next Monda-' ~n  hut the B C~. ~ovem- less volatile and having a stresses his own s~ewaru- 
continued to rise during comparable increases last once more on the selective countrv'sracialnolieies, nct After ~s visit to SOu~ ~ent ann~e~ "seteto ao firmer grasp than his .ship.of the effort to lessen 
April, but at a slowerrate than year. wage and price controls overdO•dew tall~-~ Vienna Africa the ambassador ahead ]'e~-te the feder°a] predecessor, the late Nikita to•stuns wire me ~oviec 
• , . . , w~ ~ ~ * to  ear_her this year . .  . . ,,...~ . . . . .  ,...~ . . . . . .  ~.ogrsrn ]mposed..m Oc- on May 19 between U S exoects to travel to Sudan objection Khrushchov, who broke up U.nmn and. to open ties.. 
. ~'ooa..prices, p ar!icumr|y. ; . ,~  o^~,~ ~o ~,  m~r;  1975. When. me anti- Vice-President Wa l te r  and perhaps other African br;  J.S. Tuner, assistant ~e 1960.sum•. it meeting m ~n_~n.a_.. t~er a quarcer- 
I¢~ fr~tan~vege~at~h~eSma~ d "ys"af"~"the rel~se" o"~. ~t~t.Pir~a~'omn.WaS-~ pu~ _Man.dale and ~uth.African countries: . . . . .  deputy environmental. ~ is  wi~.a~en~cin~ono~ c ,n~r~viewin ~ the con-  
• . t'remler jonn v rsr~r, xoung nan Dee mvt~co manngemen servzce, SalU • • . . . . .  
mfluences behmd an ex- monthly unem.ploymen.t 10.6 per-cent annual rate. The outspoken black Johannesbu,',, to address the province is free to go naissance of the Sowet  trovermalU.S. •cur•on •to  
psctedincrease of about six- ,[~ures ~na~ snowe .me Inf lat ion moderated f o r m • r G e o r - i a students and e businessmen, ahead with the s, ,ra- ' - -  Union. cambodia in 1970, Nixon 
tenths of one ner cent in the joblessra~ea~iuwors~smce throuah 1976, but l~e lv  . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  , e , . _  , . . ,  ,I._ ,,_.,,. , ,_ ,  . . . . .  ~,t.~., , . . , . . . ,  _T."-."..-'.~ . . . .  ", -_descr ibes Kissinger as 
r . • " " t r . -  . , ,~ ~.~/~5/~O~/ laU US uuW U l  t~ lU  OUt  t i l e  Ouutu  ~1r t t ; iS l |  w l t4auMt  t~uc~az  ap  ~uvw.  Daviu f ros t  S secono . 
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" CONCOR.  POL IT ICAL  • " | 
Happy landings MU OER "- 
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